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CHAPTER I 
General Introduction 
The rapidly growing electronics Industry inspires the development of new 
semiconductor materials and devices to store and process an Increasing 
amount of Information with more efficiency as well as to produce faster 
electronic conponents. In turn, this technological development produces 
unusual sanples and materials, which are highly Interesting from a purely 
scientific point of view. Up to the last decade, silicon has been the most 
inportant semiconductor material for the fabrication of devices and Inte-
grated circuits, but in the I960's Industry began studying another material 
with outstanding properties, gallium-arsenide. This material of the group 
UI-V conpounds con*Ines the favorable properties of high temperature com-
pat ibi l i ty , a nearly parabolic conduction band and a direct band gap. The 
latter fact makes GaAs an efficient absorber and emitter. Besides being 
attractive for Its superior properties, GaAs can be processed In a similar 
manner to silicon, making I t so Important for microelectronics.1"' In par-
ticular, Its pure output spectrum and Its high quantum efficiency makes GaAs 
most Important In optical electronics, above al l as a solid state laser ma-
ter ia l . 
A next step In this continuous process of development of new and Interesting 
semiconducting materials occured with the discovery that new submicron type 
structures from these materials could lead to novel and exciting possibili-
t ies, based on a sort of "quantum mechanical engineering." Esakl and Tsir 
were the f i rs t In 1970 to suggest the fabrication of structures consisting 
either of thin layers of different semiconductors (for Instance GaAs-
Gai_xAlxAs) or a spatial modulation of the Impurity concentration on an 
otherwise homogeneous three dimensional system. Their proposal was inspired 
1 
by the fact that modern growth techniques such as Molecular Beam Epitaxy 
(ИВЕ)5"9 or, later on, Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (H0CVD)1° 
permitted the growth of very thin layers (even less than 5nm) In a repro­
ducible manner, with interfaces sharp on an atomic scale. Therefore, these 
layer thicknesses can be compared to the microscopic characteristic lengths 
like the penetration depth of the wavefunction of one material In the other 
one (Fig.I.2). For this reason the electronic properties of such thin layered 
structures can be different from those of the bulk constituents. In order to 
produce effects, which cannot be observed in the bulk materials, the com­
pounds forming the multilayer structure have to be almost perfectly latt ice 
matched. Several semiconductor materials f u l l f l l l this criterium; among them 
is the GaAs-Gai_xAlxAs system which Is, up to now, the most well known. The 
energy gap of Gai.xAlxAs (depending on the Al concentration x) Is larger than 
that of GaAs, which leads to a rectangular potential of the conduction and 
valence bands. (Fig.1.2). Among the many systems which can be developed with 
this method, three are particularly interesting: the modulation doped hetero-
Junctlon, the quantum-well system and the "real" superlattice. All of them 
have shown remarkable new properties. 
The f i r s t system, the modulation doped heterojunction, consists of a heavily 
η-doped Gai_xAlxAs layer and an Intrinsic (MO^cnr 3 p-type doped) GaAs 
layer. This is shown In F l g . I . l . Following the energy-band structure the 
electrons from the η-type material are transferred to the GaAs. The band dis­
continuity on one side and the space charge potential arising from the charge 
scperation on the other side confine the electrons In a small layer of about 
3nm near the Interface. Due to the fact that the electrons are confined in 
the undoped GaAs layers, the most important scattering mechanism In semicon­
ductors at low temperatures, 1. e. the Ionized impurity scattering Is 
2 
suppressed. This effect leads to an enhancement of the mobility of imre than 
three orders of magnitude with respect to bulk materials of the same density. 
Furthermore, since the electrons are confined at the interface of the narrow 
potential well, their motion perpendicular to the Interface Is suppressed and 
they behave Ilice a quasi-two dimensional electron gas. The studies of this 
system hive lead, among others to the discovery of the fractional quantum 
Hall effect. 
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Fig.1.1: The modulation doped heterojunction consists of an n-doped 
Ga].<rtlxAs layer, an umioped Gaj_xMxAs layer ond an inlr in-
sic flaAs layer. The carrier«; from the η-type material are 
traibfprred to the GaAs. Hie electrons are con'tned near the 
interface between the undopod 0лі_
х
А1
ж
А5 layer and the GaAj 
layer. This Lonfineinent in one direction leads to the for­
mation of a two-dunen·.,ional electron gas. 
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The second system, which historically proceeds the f i r s t , consists of thin 
GaAs layers sandwiched between Gaj.xAlxAs barriers, a l l layers being undoped 
(schematically shown in F ig. I .2a). Such a system is called a quantum-well 
heterostructure and is an almost ideal realisation of the well Vnown textbook 
model of a "particle in the box." Due to the confinement of the carriers 
through the high lying energy-band of ΰΐι.χΑΙ,,Α*, the continuous dispersion 
relation of the electrons and holes in one direction is split into discrete 
energy levels, and the effective "bandgap" (distance between the lowest elec­
tron and the highest hole level) increases with decreasing layer thickness 
("quantum size e f f e c t " ) . These facts were experimentally established by Esaki 
and collaborators* and D i n g l e , ^ and the system continues to be studied 
intensively. 
I f the simple "particle in the box" model Is used to describe the quantum-
well system, I t should be noted that for a f i n i t e barrier height the wave-
function of the low energy gap material penetrates into the high energy 
barriers. The penetration depth is given by (h/2m*V)1/2 (where Ti is Plinck's 
constant, m is the effective mass and V is the height of the potential 
barriers). This is indicated in Fig.I.2b. The importance of this fact wil l be 
explained later, when we compare superlatteces and quantum-well systems. 
The luminescence efficiency in such a quantum-well system was found to be 
superior to that of bulk GaAs. This was one reason for the Interest in quan­
tum-well systems. The superior luminescence intensity can be attributed 
to the increased overlap of the confined electron and hole wavefunctions and 
thereby to an enhanced recombination rate due to the Increase in the tran­
sition matrix element. From the device point of view the quantum-well sys-
4 
terns have become very promising for optical electronics. They have lead to a 
new type of semiconductor laser with lower threshold currents and the possi-
b i l i t y , by changing the layer thickness, to vary the emission frequency over 
a broad spectral range-
GQAS G C U . A L A S 
® 
Egteffl 
E 
CB 
VB 
® 
Flg.I .Z: (a) shows schematically two GaAs wells sandwiched between 
Ga l-x*'x*s barriers. Due to the confinement of the carriers 
In the well (quantum size effect) the continuous dispersion 
relation is split into discrete energy levels. The difference 
between the lowest conduction band level and the highest hole 
level Is the effective bandgap-energy. 
(b) shows a single potential well with a f inite barrier height. 
The f i rst two energy levels and their one-particle wavefunction 
indicate a f inite penetration depth Into the neighboring ma-
ter ia l . 
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Although the elementary properties of these systems can be understood quali-
tatively with a single "particle in the box" model, this model fails to des-
cribe correctly more accurate and detailed experimental observations. One 
shortcoming of this model is the neglect of excitóme effects (1 . e. the be-
havior of bound electron-hole states) which play an Important role In these 
systems. This fact leads to serious problems, as the exciton binding energy 
In a thin GaAs layer Is significantly higher than In the bulk material due to 
the quasi-two dimensional nature of the exciton. In addition, the precise 
determination of the valence band structure of GaAs shows that I t is not a 
simple parabolic band, and this makes the simple "particle In the box" model 
Inappropriate. This latter fact Is especially Important for the dispersion 
relation in the plane of the layers, which In the case of the holes Is dras-
t ical ly different from that of a simple parabolic band. (Details are ex-
plained in Chapter 111). 
The third system of GaAs - Ga^Al^As layered structures Is the "real" super-
latt ice case, originally proposed by Esakl and Tsu4 quite some time ago. Con-
trary to quantum-well systems, in which the thickness of the barriers Is 
more than ISnm or 20nm, in superlattlces not only the (GaAs)-welIs but also 
the (Gai_xAlxAs)-barriers are very thin. They are even so thin, that particles 
may tunnel through the Gai.xAlxAs-barr1er Into the next GaAs-well. This leads 
to a coupling of wavefunctions through the wells and to a finite width of the 
sub-band in the direction parallel to the plane of the layers. (Schematically 
shown in Fig.1.3). 
This situation of superlattices can be analysed in the same way as the case 
of bulk conductors, as treated in elementary textbooks on solid state phy-
sics. In the "tight binding approximation," the wavefunctlon of the nelgh-
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boring systems with discrete energy levels ( I s o l a t e d atoms or quantum-
w e l l s ) overlap, leading t o the formation of bands ( F i g . 1 . 4 ) . In the "nearly-
f r e e - e l e c t r o n approximation," the p e r i o d i c i t y of the s u p e r l a t t l c e Induces an 
a r t i f i c i a l Brl l louln-zone to the nearly free electron gas of the bulk ma­
t e r i a l , again leading to the formation of bands (and mint gaps). 
va 
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GaAs G a ^ ^ A s 
QUANTUM-WELL-SYSTEM 'REAL" SUPERLATTICE 
ζ-DIRECTION 
F l g . 1 . 3 : In ( a ) the t r a n s i t i o n of the discrete energy levels for a 
c o l l e c t i o n of I s o l a t e d atoms to the quasi-continuous band 
I n a bulk conductor Is shown. 
In a quantum-well system, the b a r r i e r s are so thick that 
several layers cannot I n t e r a c t ; the corresponding energy 
levels are d i s c r e t e , analoguous to the case of Isolated 
atoms. In a s u p e r l a t t l c e , the b a r r i e r - w i d t h decreases, l e a ­
ding to the formation of sub-bands, analoguous to the case 
of a bulk conductor ( b ) . 
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Fig.I.4: The superlattlce periodicity d Induces an a r t i f i c i a l Brillouin-
zone to the nearly free electron gas of the bulk material, 
leading tu the formation of minibands and mi ni gaps. 
Compared to quantum-wells, superlattices are not quasi-two dimensional sys­
tems. They have a distinct three dimensional character, with a bandstructure 
In the direction perpendicular to the layers, due to the interaction bet­
ween the different layers. This is obviously quite different to the band-
structure of the bulk materials. To obtain an observable width of the sub-band 
the thicknesses of the barriers must be smaller than the decay length of 
electrons at the energy under consideration. Under the condition of the ex­
periments described in Chapter I I I , this means smaller than 3nm. Furthermore, 
θ 
since the superlattlce properties arise from the periodicity of several 
layers, al l layers must accurately have the same thickness. Both reasons ex­
plain the delay of the study of superlattlces with respect to the other 
systpms. 
To study the electronic properties of the two latter systems, we have Inves­
tigated their optical properties In the presence of a magnetic f ield. 
Magnetic fields are particularly useful to study submlcron structures, such 
as superlattlces, as they Introduce a specific f ield dependent length 
1 = (Ті/еВ)1'2 (where В Is the applied magnetic f ield, e the electron charge 
and 1) Is Planck's constant) Into the problem. " 1 " Is the quantum mechanical 
anologue to the classical cyclotron radius of a free electron. For magnetic 
fields of the order of 10T this length Is of the order of 12nm. This Is 
conparable to the layer dimensions, and by varying the direction and the In­
tensity of the magnetic f ield, allows spatial exploration of the layers. I f , 
for Instance, a small magnetic field (which Implies a large cyclotron radius) 
Is applied parallel to the layered structure, In a superlattlce the electrons 
may tunnel through the barriers and complete one orbit leading to a cyclotron 
resonance signal; In a quantum-well heterostructure however, the electrons 
would be reflected at the Interface, making I t Impossible to complete a whole 
orbit. Using this fact, we could show for the f i r s t time unambiguously the 
coherent nature of several layers of different materials lattice matched on 
each other (superlattlce). In distinct difference to the behavior of a multl-
quantum-wel 1 system, wlicre this coherence Is absent (Fig. 1.5). In the case of 
quantum-wells Interband absorption experiments allow the study of the In-
plane dispersion relation. In addition, magnetic fields can be used to dis­
tinguish excítenle effects from free carrier effects because of their dif-
9 
ferent magnetic field dependence. In this way, we were able to Measure fur 
the first time in heterostructures the exclton binding energy as a function 
of the layer thickness. 
QUANTUM-WELL SYSTEM SUPERLATTICE 
2-DIRECTION z-DIRECTION 
F ig . I .S : A magnetic f i e l d , applied paral lel to the layers of the m i l t l -
layered structure leads to two di f ferent ef fects, depending on 
the layer thicknesses.(Note, that in this figure the scale for 
the quantum-well system and the superlatt ice is d i f ferent . In 
the quantum-well system the barriers are larger than 5nm, 
whereas In the superlatt ice case the barriers are about l . lnn). 
In a quantum-well the barriers are too thick to make the Inter-
action of several wells possible. The electrons are reflected 
at the wel l -barr ier Interface. In superlattices the barriers 
are th in enough, so that the electron can tunnel and cross sev-
eral wells and barr iers. 
In a l l these experiments, the use of high magnetic f ie lds (up to 25T) 
has proved to be essential to obtain clear and unambiguous data. 
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In sunmary this thesis (s organized as follows: 
Chapter II gives an outline of the experimental set up and a short Intro­
duction to luminescence and excitation spectroscopy measurements. 
Chapter III shows the direct observation of the quasi-two dimensional nature 
of the exclton as well as of the free electronic states In GaAs - Gai_
x
A1
x
As 
quantum-well heterostructures. 
The experiments In superlattlces are described In Chapter IV. The coherent 
effect of several layers has been observed by the appearance of quantum 
levels In a magnetic field parallel to the layers. This Implies that the 
carriers tunnel through several barriers, forming an energy sub-band of a 
certain width. 
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CHAPTER 11 
Experimental technique and experimental details 
II. 1. Introduction 
In a luminescence experiment carriers are excited From their ground state to 
higher energy states and after relaxation to lower lying Intermediate states, 
they return to the ground state emitting photons which can be detected. Dif­
ferent kinds of luminescence can be distinguished depending on the excitation 
process· Tlie most Inportant technique, at least In semiconductor physics. Is 
photoluminescence. In this process, electrons In the valence band are excited 
to a high energy level In the conduction band by the absorption of l ight, and 
they relax rapidly (M0~l2s) to an Intermediate state In the conduction band. 
From this Intermediate state the electrons return to the valence band (or to 
another Intermediate state) by emitting a photon of energy hv where ν is the 
frequency of this second transition, and h Is Planck's constant. To observe 
such a luminescence, the electron-hole reconfclnatlon lifetime with photon 
emission must be short compared to nonradlatlve recombination processes. In 
the case of semiconductors, the energy levels Involved In a nonradlatlve re­
combination process usually are Impurity levels. 
Photoluminescence In the bulk semiconductor Is quite different from that seen 
In nil t i layered materials. I Evidently, radiative Impurity transitions domi­
nate the photoluminescence spectrum In the bulk semiconductor as Illustrated 
In F i g . I I . 1 . 1 . On the contrary, In layered materials, the exclton recombina­
tion peak dominates the spectrum. If the quantum-well Is thick (e. g. well 
thickness Lz > 30nm, see Fig.II.1.2) one also sees radiative Impurity transi­
tions which can be superlnposed on the exclton peak. 
13 
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PHOTON ENERGY (eV) 
2.30 2.32 
F l g . I I . 1 . 1 : Typical exanyle of a luminescence spectrum of a bulk semicon­
ductor. The many narrow peaks are the Impurity transitions, 
which dominate the spectrum. 
As the quantum-well thickness decreases, the Intensity of the exclton lumi­
nescence peak Increases, Its energy position moves to higher energies and ra­
diative Impurity transitions disappear. The fact that the energy position of 
the luminescence peak depends on the quantum-well thickness allows the deter­
mination of luportant sample parameters2"5 such as the well and barrier 
thicknesses. The main arguements for the disappearance of the radiative Inau­
r i ty transitions with decreasing well thickness are: 
1) The holes and electrons are confined within the same layer and this in­
creases the overlap matrix elements for transitions between the con­
duction and valence bands as confiared with the bulk materials. 
14 
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Fig.I I.1.2: Photoluminescence spectrum of three different GaAs - Gai_xAlxAs 
double-quantum-well heterostructures with different welt thick­
nesses Lz'. The exciton peak dominates the spectrum. Note, that 
in a thicker quantum-well system, s t i l l some impurity transitions 
can be seen. (d,X) denotes the donor bound exciton. 
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11) Since the impurity Uohr radius generally is larger than the well width, 
the Impurity binding energy Is position dependent, which leads to a broa­
der and weaker luminescence signal In the multilayer structure than in 
the bulk material. 
The information one can obtain from the relatively staple luminescence 
measurements in quantum wells is limited to the exclton ground state only 
(schema tically shown in Fig.II.1.За). No Information concerning the higher 
excited states can be obtained because their relaxation lifetime Is too short 
(lü-l2s). 
An even simpler technique to Investigate the optical properties of semicon-
ductors Is direct absorption. In all optical Interband absorption experiments 
free electrons and holes are created which bind together to form an exclton.*· 
Consequently an optical absorption spectrum will show the band edge and the 
excítenle absorption (schematically shown In Fig.11.1.3b). However, in the 
case of GaAs - Gai_xAlxAs quantum-wells, unfortunatly this technique of di-
rect absorption measurements cannot be used. These systems are always grown 
on GaAs substrates, and the band-edge-GaAs-absorptlon In the bulk outerlai, 
which is always lower In energy compared to that of the quantum-well, makes 
the sample opaque at the energies of interest. 
For the reason that photoluminescence gives no Information on the excited 
state and that the sancì e Is opaque for an absorption measurement, we have 
chosen excitation spectroscopy to Investigate quantum-wells. With excitation 
spectroscopy, one observes the luminescence Intensity as a function of the 
energy of the exciting light. If more carriers are created at high energy 
through an Increased absorption coefficient, more carriers will eventually 
16 
relax to the ground state and Increase the luminescence Intensity. The exci-
tation spectroscopy signal Is then proportional to the absorption coefficient 
and to the relaxation rate of carriers from the excited state to the ground 
state. An advantage of this technique Is that in the case of quantum-wells 
only absorption processes In the GaAs well contribute to the quantum-well 
luminescence. Other absorption processes (for Instance In the Gai_xAlxAs bar-
riers or In the substrate) do not contribute and consequently they are not 
observed with this technique. F1g.ll.1.3c shows schematically the results as 
observed In the case of quantum-wells, where In fact two excítenle transi-
tions can be seen due to the heavy hole (HH) and the light hole (LH) 
splitting. Nevertheless, the continuum cannot be observed as clearly as In 
absorption experiments because of other recombination processes. Excitation 
spectroscopy has already been used by several authors as a tool to Investi-
gate the optical properties of the GaAs - Gai_xAlxAs quantum-wells.7·8 
Magnetic fields split the energy continuum Into Landau levels which In the 
zero field limit extrapolate to the band edge energy. Therefore, the appli-
cation of a magnetic field allows the determination of the band edge conti-
nuum and the binding energy of the excítenle ground state. In addition to 
Landau level splitt ing, another effect occurs. In a luminescence experiment 
two different lines can be observed at the same magnetic field value, namely 
one o+ and one o' l ine. In the excitation spectroscopy experiment, these two 
possible transitions σ+ , σ~ can therefore be distinguished by using two dif­
ferent polarizations of the exciting light. This Is In contrast to the bulk 
situation as explained In detail In chapter I I I . 
17 
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1.1.3: Schcinatical picture of the difference between luminescence (a) 
absorption (b), and excitation spectroscopy (c) measiirements 
In quantum-wells. In the luminescence experiment (a) the spec­
trometer Is tuned and the dye-laser Is set on a certain wave­
length. Contrary, In the excitation experiment (c) the dye-
laser Is tuned, whereas the spectrometer is set on the maxi­
mum of the luminescence peak. HI) and LH denote the heavy and 
the light hole recombination energies respectively. 
I I . 2. The experimental set-up 
Fig.11.2.1 shows schematically the arrangement of the experimental set-up 
used for the luminescence and excitation spectroscopy experiments. The exci-
ting light was generated by a cornue rei al dye laser system (CR599) producing 
l ight, tunable In the range of 660nm to 810nm. To cover a certain range of 
wavelengths, two different dyes were used, namely LD700 (krypton pumpe* and 
with a wavelength range from 690nm to 810nm) and DCM (argon pumped In the re-
gion of 660nm to 740nm). In order to study polarization effects, the exciting 
light was either le f t or right circularly polarized with a linear polarizer 
and a 1/4-waveplate. 
Measurements were recorded with the sample mounted In both the Faraday (B/A) 
and the Volgt ( B i k ) configuration, using either a split coll magnet or a 
polyhellx magnet. The recombination-light (electron-hole recombination) was 
focussed by a lens, chosen to optimize the luminescence signal fall ing on 
the aperture of a commercial grating spectrometer (Type Jobin Yvon). The sig-
nal was detected by a GaAs photonulttpller and amplified by the usual lock-
In techniques. To compensate for the Intensity variation of the dye laser the 
frequency was scanned and the signal was normalized to the laser intensity 
using a ratlometer. The sancì e Itself was mounted In a cryostat which was 
f i l led with liquid helium. In order to avoid noise due to bubbles, the liquid 
helium was pimced to reach temperatures (T ^ 2K) below the λ-point. 
As most of the experiments have been done with the polyhellx magnet of the 
Grenoble High Magnetic Field Laboratory, a short description of this system 
should be given. 
A polyhellx magnet consists of an outer part (a Bitter magnet system) and an 
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inner part (polyhelix system). The outer part, the well known Ditter magnet 
system,' suggested by Bitter in 1935, can generate fields up to 20.5T in a 
5cm bore, using 8.5MU power.^ The system consists of a certain amount of 
copper plates with a suitable bore and seperated by thin insulating layers. 
F ig . I I .2 .2 shows schematically such a water cooled Bitter magnet system. Try-
ing to get higher fields with such a system is more or less hopeless because 
of the Increasing mechanical stresses near the bore. Therefore, polyhelix 
magnets have been created.H A polyhelix system consists of a set of helices 
having copper wires of rectangular cross section. They are concentrically 
nested In each other as shown in F ig . I I .2 .3 . The windings are insulated and 
glued together. The cooling water flows through the spaces between the hel i -
ces. The advantage of the polyhelix system over the conventional Bitter de-
sign is that i t allows the adjustment of the radial current distribution in 
such a way that the Lorentz-force on each coil produced by the current Is 
"just" at the limit which copper can sustain. This more optimized current 
distribution with respect to the Bitter design (where this distribution Is 
basically proportional to the distance from the center) leads to an Increase 
In,the maximum field from 20T for a Bitter coll to 25T for a polyhelix magnet 
for the same bore and the same power (10MW). In addition, the f i rst polyhelix 
magnet in operation has shown remarkable long lifetime ( ^ 1000h magnet-time) 
as conpared to a 20T Bitter coil (^SOOh magnet-time). 
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Fig.II.2.3: Polyhelix magnet.1' A: top "cross," B: current connection of 
the helices, C: insulation between the helices, 0: holding 
cylinder E: winding, F: bottom "cross." 
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CHAPTER 111 
Investigation of excltonlс effect5 In quantum-wells 
111. 1. Introduction 
In quantum-well heterostructures consisting of thin GaAs layers sandwiched 
between Gai^AlxAs barriers (thin compared with physical lengths such as the 
de Broglle wavelength, the exclton Bohr radius, etc.) the bandstructure and 
the exclton binding energy wil l be modified and will show remarkable differ­
ences to that of the bulk material. These effects will be the main subject of 
this chapter. 
The bandgap of bulk GaAs at ZK Is 1.5192eV. In Gai_xA1xAs the bandgap depends 
on the Al concentration χ and Is given by, (experimentally determined)! 
Egap(Gai_xAlxAs) » EgaP<GaAs) + i.04x + Ο.047χΖ ( M l . 1 . 1 ) 
and Is therefore greater than that of GaAs. Assuming a rectangular potential 
of the conduction and valence bands, this leads to a spatial energy-band 
structure as sketched in Fig.It 1.1.1. 
An important parameter Is the percentage of the bandgap difference Λ t 
(xEg(GaA1As) * Eg(GaAs)) distributed between the valence and the conduction 
band. This parameter strongly Influences the electronic properties of the 
layered structure. 
In 1975 Dingle2 determined this bandgap discontinuity ( I . e the relative 
energy position between the conduction (valence) band edges of the two nn-
terlals) to be 051 for the conduction band and 151 for the valence band. 
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These values were based on the layer thicknesses, determined by Interference-
mi croscope-measurements, and on the Al-content determination from interband-
absorptlon-edge and growth details. However, In recent years several experi­
ment^ Indicated that this distribution Is rather 60X for the conduction band 
and 40% for the valence band. This discrepancy has been solved neither theo­
retically nor experimentally. How strongly this distribution Influences the 
details of the bandstructure can be seen In Fig.III.2.2 and will be discussed 
In more detail In section III.2. 
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F l g . ( I I . 1 . 1 : Schematica! design of a multi-quantum-well structure. As 
illustrated in the figure, the distribution of the band-
gap difference Is assumed to he 85% for the conduction 
band and 15% for the valence band. 
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The bandgap difference Λ E determines the height of the potential well. In a 
potential well discrete energy levels are formed due to the confinement of 
the carriers. The number of energy levels In a quantum well Increases with 
the barrier height. For an Infinite barrier height the energies of these dis­
crete levels are glvan by the following expression found In a typical text­
book on quantum mechanics: 
1)2 » V 
E n = — — (111.1.2) 
2m*LzZ 
where Lj is the well width, m* the effective mass, tt Is Planck's constant and 
η Is a quantum number. 
If the barriers are high enough (Al-concentration χ > 0.2) and I f the GaAs-
wells are not too thin (L z > 5nm), the above equation gives a good approxi­
mation for the lowest energy levels. Otherwise ( f i n i t e barrier height), the 
problem must be solved numerically, but these calculations show that the 
energy of the discrete levels depends only slightly on the height of the 
barriers. However, In order to compare with measured energy levels, additional 
"non-slnçle-textbook" corrections have to be taken Into account. These cor-
rections are due to: 
1) Non-parabollclty of the GaAs conduction band. The coupling between the 
valence and the conduction band produces a deviation from parabolicity. 
11) Ignoring the exclton binding energy in the Interpretation of the experi-
mentally observed bandgap. In optical experiments, normally the band-
edge cannot be determined because of the excltonlc states-
I l l ) Subtle conpllcatlons arising from the confinement of the holes 
which becomes Important especially In connection with the influence 
on the exclton. 
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iv) Boundary conditions for effective wavefunctlons, which are different 
from those applied to the total wavefunctlons In textbooks of quantum 
mechanics. 
The f i r s t effect, the non-parabolIdty of the conduction band, can easily be 
corrected by an appropriate expression for the effective mass, as 
я
* " "»be*'1 + 2E/Eg) (тье* is the electron mass in GaAs, E » Ei - Eg(GaAs). 
Ei Is the experimentally determined band edge energy In the quantum-well, and 
Eg Is the bandgap of GaAs). 
The next two corrections are more conpllcated and will be explained In the 
following parts of this chapter. 
Ill·_2._The_va^ence band structure In quantum-wells^ and Its simplificatlons 
The conduction band can be considered as quasi-free-electron l ike, described 
by an effective mass Instead of a free electron mass. While the conduction 
band has s-like character at the Γ-point of the Brlllouln-zone, the valence 
band has p-llke character and Is split by the spin-orbit Interaction. There­
fore, In order to calculate the band structure of the top of the Valence 
band, one can use wavefunctlons constructed with p x , py, pz - orbi tal s and 
the appropriate spin wavefunctlons to give elgenstates of the total angular 
momentum, J - 3/2 and J = 1/2, and of the z-components J z = ί 3/2 and J z » t 1/2. 
The spin-orbit Interaction leads to a splitting between the states with the 
total angular momentum J = 1/2 and J =• 3/2 by an amount A (schematically shown 
In F1g.I I I .2.1).3 
The upper manifold of the valence band corresponds to the J - 3/2 states 
only, classified by the four possible J , values from -3/2 to +3/2. 
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о 
к-VECTOR 
F l g . Π Ι . 2 . 1 : Top of the valence band In a cubic semiconductor. Δ denotes 
the spin-orbit splitting, which In the case of GaAs Is 0.34eV. 
To describe such a valence band, near the Г-polnt, the Luttlnger Hamll-
tonlan,*·5»*) consisting of a 4 χ 4 - matrix can be used. This Hamlltonian 
* ) The Lutttnger Hamlltonian given here Is appropriate to the group-IV elemen­
tal semiconductors like Ge and Si. In I I I-V materials like G.iAs, the ab­
sence of Inversion symmetry Introduces terms linear In the components of 
the k-vector. These "k-11near" terms, however, are extremrly small In GaAs 
and they lead to hardly any observable consequence. They are therefore 
neglected In the following. 
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Is given by: 
(3/2) 
(-1/2) 
(1/2) 
(-3/2) 
(3/2) 
a+ 
с 
b 
0 
(-1/2) 
с 
a_ 
0 
-b 
(1/2) 
b 
0 
a 
с 
(-3/2) 
0 
-Ь 
с 
a+ 
( I I I . 2 . 1 ) 
with a± = Ev - l/2( Гі ± Ύ2)(lcx2 + ky2) - ( l / 2 ) ( Υ ι τ 2Ύζ)*ζΖ 
b • / T Y 3 ( k x - lky)lcz 
с ' /372( Y 2 (k x 2 - ky2) - 2 1 Υ 2 Μ γ ) 
where у \, у 2 à n d Y 3 a r e t t , e so-called Luttlnger parameters (band parameters), 
which have to be determined experimentally. In a bulk semiconductor, the so-
lutions give the spin-degenerate light and heavy hole bands. For lcx, ky » 0 
(no In-plane momentum) the Hamlltonlan becomes diagonal and states correspon-
ding to the heavy holes J z =• 13/2 and light holes J z = i l / 2 decouple.There-
fore, the effective mass can be calculated by two simple expressions, corres-
ponding to a heavy and a light hole mass:2 
J z = tJ /2: ( Yi - 2YZ ) - lm0 = 0.45410 
J z « ±1/2: ( Yi • 2 Y 2 ) - 4 ) = О.О шо ( 1 1 1 . 2 . 2 ) 
where Y j , y2 are the Luttlnger parameters, which can be experimentally deter­
mined, and HIQ I S the free electron mass. 
Although at k%, ky = 0 the bands are decoupled and the band edges of the 
heavy and light hole "sub-band" can be correctly described by a s lucie para-
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bolle hole dispersion relation, the density of states, the energy levels In 
a magnetic field and the excítenle states cannot be treated In this manner. 
All effects are strongly Influenced by the In-plane (kx, ky)-d1spers1on rela-
tion of the holes. 
The dispersion relation for kx, ky • 0 Is rather complicated. In this case, 
the hole bands are strongly coupled as the off-diagonal elements In the 
Luttinger Hamlltonlan cannot be neglected. The valence bands are anisotropic 
and therefore the band dispersion will be different for different directions 
In the (kXl ky)-p1ane. As an example, the results of a numerical solution of 
the In-plane dispersion relation are shown In F ig . I I I . 2 .2 . This figure can be 
understood In the following way. At kx = ky = 0 there Is no nixing of the light 
(LH) and heavy (HH) conponents. As soon as we move out of the к = 0 axis, the 
nixing of these components grows rapidly, leading to strong deviations from 
parabolicity. The mass associated with the heavy hole band In the neigh­
borhood of (k x , ky = 0) Is lighter than the (k x > ky = 0) mass for the light 
hole band. Since the light hole band Is at low energy, the two dispersion re­
lations approach each other. The heavy and light hole bands strongly Interact 
and anticross. ( I f they are decoupled, they would not Interact and can cross 
each other). 
Qualitatively, one can understand the anlsotropy of the masses In the valence 
band from a slnple tight binding model of this band, neglecting spin-orbit 
Interactions for simplicity. As discussed before, wavefunctlons of the valence 
band have a p-llke character (see Fig.I I I .2.3) and the structure In a plane 
can be thought of as a lattice with the p-orbltals at every lattice site- In 
this picture, one can distinguish the motion of a hole with a px-l<ke 
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1.2.2: Dispersion of valence sub-bands of a Un» GaAs- 20nm Gai_xAlxAs 
quantum-well structure, with an Al-concentration χ = 0.2l, in 
the plane perpendicular to the<001> growth axis. The solid 
lines are the valence band discontinuity for a bandgap dif­
ference distribution of 85% for the conduction band and 15% 
for the valence band. The dashed lines represent the 60% to 
40% distribution. k0 denotes η/34ηιπ = 9.24.105ci»-1. HH and Lll 
denote the "heavy" or "light" character at к = 0 (after 
A l t a r e l l l ) . 3 
wavefunctlon In the x-dlrectlon fron that of a hole which has a Py-Hke wave-
function In the x-dlrectlon, and similarly for the y-dlrectlon. As can be 
seen In the figure, the overlap of the px-wavefunct<ons In the x-dlrectlon Is 
considerably more Important than that of the Py-wavefunctlons. Consequently, 
a Pg-llke hole has a lighter mass In the x-dlrectlon than In the y-dlrectlon. 
A similar reasoning can be applied to the Py-holes- If the holes are confined 
to a f in i te number of latt ice sites In the x-dlrectlon. I t Is clear that the 
Px-holes with a lighter mass wil l be less deeply bound In the quantum-well 
than the py-holes with a heavier mass- The In-plane mass of the ρχ-holes Is 
however heavier than the In-plane mass of the Py-electrons. Consequently, the 
In-plane dispersion relations must cross each other at some Уц - value 
(k// Is the k-vector parallel to the plane of the layers). 
Fig.I I I .Z.?: Tight-binding picture of p-orbltals valence band In order to 
I l lustrate the different effective masses. 
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Uecdusu of the complicated valence band structure, the cucitori binding energy 
cannot be accurately calculated with a simple hydrogenic node), as has been 
done by Bajaj and Greene,6 They assumed that the heavy and light hole bands 
are decoupled and therefore may cross each other at a f in i te kx > ky value, 
which should not occur. A detailed calculation of the exciton in quantum-
wells has not yet been performed.? This is not surprising: a calculation of 
the binding energy of the exciton in bulk GaAs already is quite coiipllcated, 
and one has in addition the complication of the calculation of the sub-band 
dispersion relation in quantum-wells. In order to interpret our experimental 
data qualitatively, we proceed in the following way: 
We assume that the whole dispersion relation of the holes can be parame­
t e n zed with a simple parabolic band and an empirical hole mass. This experi­
mental hole mass describes then at the same time the exciton binding energy 
in a hydrogenic model, fiy - ( μ e 4 ) / ( 2 h 2 L 2 ) with l/|i = ІІ/щ) * (1/пц,), 
(where > is the dielectric constant), the slope of Interband Landau level 
transitions (N + 1/2)(ПеО/ м ), and the magnetic f ield dependence of the hy­
drogenic ground stale of the exciton deterwtiied by γ - fheßli )/Ry. This 
procedure allows the description of the experimental data In a transparent 
manner. On the theoretical side. Fasolino and A l ta re l l i 8 have calculated the 
hole Landau levels In quantum-wells, and their calculation is used to analyse 
the free electron and hole transitions observed in a magnetic f ield. 
I I I . 3. Hydrogenic ground state of the exciton In a quantum-well 
Electrons and holes bound together by their electrostatic interaction are 
called an exciton. For parabolic conduction and valence bands, such an ex-
citon can be considered hydrogenlike and the binding energy Is the Rydberg 
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energy: 
Ry = μ eVíZticZn?) ( I I I . 3 . 1 ) 
where μ Is the reduced electron-hole mass, e the electron charge, "h Is 
Planck's constant, ε the dielectric constant of the host material, and π Is 
a quantum number. 
The reduced mass follows from the relative motion of the electrons and holes 
around their coimon center of mass and Is given by: 
1/μ - l/mg* + l/mh* (111.3.2) 
where m^* and i^,* are the effective electron and hole masses. 
In quantum-well structures, the exclton Is modified because of the confine­
ment of the carriers In the well. If the layer thickness Is smaller than the 
exclton Bohr radius, (which In bulk GaAs Is about I4nm) the exclton shrinks 
In one dimension. For this reason, the binding energy of the exclton increa­
ses (as the electron and the hole are pressed together), and for a nearly two 
dimensiona! exclton this binding energy becomes four times the Rydberg energy 
of the bulk exclton. Several authors'·'" have calculated the binding energy 
of the exclton for Inf inite and f inite barrier heights In a hydrogenlc model; 
however, for reasons explained In the end of section 111.2 this calculations 
are unsatisfactory. Therefore, In order to analyse our experimental data, we 
have performed a variational calculation of the binding energy (after Dastard 
and collaborators)'. In this variational calculation, we proceeded In the 
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following way. To describe the motion of the electron-hole pair In the 
quantum-well, we have chosen a llamll tonlan, which Is given by the following 
expression: 
P ( z e ) 2 P U h ) 2 p x 2 + Py2 Px2 * Py2 e 2 
II = — = - + — — * •· •... 
Zme* 2nih* 2(те*« ) 2 μ e ( x 2 + y 2 H ( Z e . Z h ) 2 ) l / 2 
•••
+
 Vconf(ze) + V c o n f ( Z h ) ( M I . 3 . 3 ) 
with (me* ^ Щх*)п = πν·*^ + Щ\*г\Ц, ζ · гв - zh. r*= ré - rjí, as the relative 
coordinate in the x-y plane, π^*, щ,* are the effective electron and hole 
masses, ε is the dielectric constant, ? the center of mass momentum, n is the 
reduced mass. The terms lle = P(ze)2/2 r ae> "h = P(zh)2/2 , nh c o r , " e spo n d t 0 t , , e 
electron and hole z-wotlon kinetic energy, whereas (Ρ
χ
2 y vJ-)ll\,mç* + mj,*) 
Is the term for the center of mass motion, and the last two terms are the k i -
netic energy of the exciton and the Coulomb potential. V c o n f ( z ) , V ( : o nf(z . ) 
is the confining potential for the electrons and holes. The potential for 
which these calculations are done is rectanyular with thickness Lz, and the 
origin of the coordinate system is chosen at the center of the well. 
YConf = 0 i f lzl< L/2 
( I I I . 3 . 4 ) 
¥coiif - - *f Ι*Ι> I-/2 
To calculate the exciton ground state, the term of the Marni 1tonlan, which 
contains Px, Py does not contribute as i t describes the kinetic energy of 
the electron-hole pair. Dut in our experiments we can only observe tran­
sitions between the electron and the hole, which form an exciton at rest. 
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F1g. I I I . 3 .1 : Quantun-wcll profile along the z-axls normal to the Inter-
faces of a Gai.xAlxAs - GaAs heterostructure. CB and VB de-
note the conduction and valence band. The origin of the 
coordinate system Is chosen at the center of the well. 
Therefore the Hanlltonlan of the system consists of He and Hj, and the excí-
tenle contribution. In cylindrical coordinates, the excltonic contribution 
can be written as: 
"etc - [ - - • — · ] - [ — 1 / ( г * • 22)1/2 ( I I I . J . 5 ) 2u г Э г э г г
 ε 
tn a variational approach the wavefunctlon can be assumed to be a product 
wavefunctlon 
f » •Mr.zlWçUelwMzh) ( Ι Π . 3 . 6 ) 
where Ή r , ζ ) describes the exciton and w,,, w), ara the eig.'tifjnctlons of Ho 
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and %• As a variational wavefunctlon we use: 
Φ - Hcos[Hza)/L cos(4zh)/L exp(-p /\ ) ( I I I . 3 . 7 ) 
where N is a normalisation constant, Xa t r i a l parameter and p2 =
 x 2 + y2 | n 
such a variational calculation, the binding energy Is given by: 
fffr Η Φ dze dzh ρ dp 
Ев * ; (іп.з.в) 
ƒ ƒ/Ψ* Ψ dze dz|, ρ dp 
This dquatlon is Integrated between tl/'¿ for z e , i^ and between i·» for ρ . 
According to the variational principle, an upper bound for the binding ener­
gy Is then given ff Eg fs minimized witfi respect to the t r i a l parameter * . 
The result for this variational cilculation is shown In F i g . I I I . 3 . 1 . The or­
dinate is the binding energy normalized to the binding energy In the three-
dlmenslonal case and the abscissa is the well-thickness normalized to the 
three dimensional 3ohr radius. For L-*-0 the calculation gives the exact two-
dimensional rasult Ry/Ry bulk * * a n c l shows that the binding energy is de­
creasing for increasing well-thickness. In fact for L >> Za,, the variational 
wavefunction is not correct anymore since the binding energy approaches гэго. 
However, our experimental results were obtained with sarcplcs of L < ISnm 
where L/a» < 2 (where a*, Is the three dimensional Bohr radius) In which re­
gion the calculation is s t i l l valid. 
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I U . _ 4 . Magneto-optical determination of the exclton binding enrgyjn 
GaAs - Ga ι.»Μ χAs^  guantua-wells 
4U 
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The bbtdtnt enertr of Ihe eidton in OaAs quantum vclb confined »iihrn Oa-AI A i h d«iermined br 
ihe «bserviikm of (he différent behavior of the (round slate and the eidied Miles of endtonk І Г І П З І І Ю П І 
of difTerent subbands «ith eidiatkm speciroseorr hi mvgnetk Detds An incrctv In the binding enerty 
«ith decreasmi well thickness ta found «Ith і Ь к з higher ihtn theoreiicitly eipected This dncrepancy fs 
eipttfned by i n expertmeniaHy determined higher reduced miss than thii uwd In ihe ihcoreiteal cakula-
1n recent years there has been considerable mierest hi the 
properties of Ihe qoasMwo-dimenskmal nature of Ihe end-
tons in quantum * wells of GaAs sandwiched between 
Gai-,Al,As layers1-* This Interest stems from the fact 
thai the well I hick ness can be made of the same order of 
the eaction Bohr radius The unique situation allows the 
eipenmental study of e i d ton к slates which in thai case 
behave like a quasi two dimenstonal hydrogen atom, Ihis 
a n be observed as an Increase of the еясііоп bindini ener­
gy for decreasing quantum well wtuths Several authors 
have shown this effect theorcttcatfy wlih1'1 variational calcu­
lations of ihe binding energy of a hydrogentc eidton In a 
quantum well The observation nf the energy différence of 
Ihe eicltontc ground stale and the first excited state has 
been published,1 and Ihe ground stale has been inferred 
from these data by comparison with variational calculations 
However, no direct observation of Ihe e i d ton binding ener* 
gy in quantum weds has been reported yet 
In lhis paper we report the results of exdtatton spectros-
copy experiment» of several GaAs quantum wells with 
thicknesses between 5 and 12 S nm in high msgneilc fields 
ІВ < 23 T I Undei these conditions the exclton continuum 
sphls into discrete exclled excitóme stales which are weakly 
bound to the Landau levels and which can, therefore, be 
described as free electron and hole states The towesl 
bound excHomc slates on ihe other hand eipenence only a 
comparatively weak dlamagneiK shift The simultaneous 
observation of Ihe mignetic field dependence of Ihe bound 
and the contmoum slates allows a direct determination of 
Ihe hand edge and the eiciton ground slate energies and 
thereby of the binding energy in the quantum well In addi· 
(Ion, Information about Ihe masses of (he different hole 
subbands is obtained from field dependence of Ihe inter· 
band transitions 
Four samples have been studied wilh different GaAs layer 
thicknesses and Al content (see Table I) The intensity of 
the luminescence of (he loweo energy Iransilion (heavy 
hole exciton ground s(aie) is measured as a function of the 
excitation intensity at différent fined values of Ihe magnetic 
field Bolh the mcldcnl and (he emKted radiation were at 
TABLE I Sample patameiers and eiperlmentalfy determined maiws 
Simptt 
IhickiKn (nm) 
5 
» to 
11 ] 
ЛІ conimi 
0 1 · 
o n 
0 » 
O i l 
RediKnl 
< HH 
t O M 
0 07» 
0 077 
0 0«« 
* L H 
0057 
0 0 M 
linfe 
МП 
> I 
> l 
> 1 
0 7 1 0 1 
mine« 
LH 
o : i o i 
0 3 ] t o i 
I D ) 9 ( 9 8 4 Th« Amcfkin Pliyskal Sodcly 
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right angles to the layer plane and parallel to the magnetic 
fiekl axis (Faraday configuration) The exating light was 
left or right arcularly polorizcd with respect lo the magnetic 
field Magnetic fiekl s up to 23 Τ were generaled with a po-
lyhelix resistive magnet The ndtaiion with wavelengths 
between 804 and 740 nm was generated with a Kr laser 
pumped Cr 599 dye laser with I D700 as a dye 
In Fig I (he excitation spectra for one circular polariza­
tion are shown for different values of the magnetic field In 
this case the spectrometer was placed on the center of the 
luminescence line and the excitation spectra of the higher· 
lying transitions are observed The two lower lying transi­
tions which partly coincide with the luminescence line and 
which are due to the two exciton ground stales associated 
with the two lowest hole subbands were measured separately 
with the spectrometer placed in the low energy tail of the 
luminescence The spectra reveal a very rich structure with 
several strong and weaker peaks Figure 2 shows a plot of 
the transition energies versus magnetic field for the two dif­
ferent polarization dirciitons The results shown are for the 
12 S η m-1 hick quantum well In fig 2 several sets of tran-
siltons can be distinguished Two transilions at the lowest 
energies show only a very weak magnetic field dependence, 
the next transition at higher energy shows a stronger mag­
netic field dependence and extrapolates approximately to the 
same energy as the second transition al zero m igne ite field 
At higher energies the transitions can be distinguished in 
two sets, each set extrapolating to the same energy at zero 
li 
A 
Ал 
ι ι 
ΛΑ/ 
ΛΑ/ 
1 1 
В » 114 Τ 
Β · 1 5 5 Τ 
виит 
A/W 
В = Ч7Т 
vu, 
1575 1600 1625 1650 
ENERGY («VI 
1675 1700 
FIG 1 Exemtion spectrum al difTerent values of the miinctic 
field for the 13 $ nm Mmpfc The specironwici β pbced at Ihe 
center of the himnesccnce Une and the higher lying uansiitons are 
measured 
BIT] 
ГЮ 2 Energy of the mai raía m lite еісііаіюп ipcctra as a Гипс 
Іюп of magnclK ГкЫ for (а) <т f and (b) tr ' polanrilinn of the ex 
пищ hfhl The open aretes cof respond to strong and the full dr 
dej lo weak transilions The drawn hnes are a guide lo the eye 
magnetic field, but to a different energy for both sets 
These results clearly show the excitóme character of Ihe ab-
sorption process Ihe two transitions at low energies are in-
terpreted аз the exciton ground state for the heavy-hole 
( l i l i ) and the light hole (LH) exciton This ground state is 
oAly weakly aCfected by the magneiK field since the 
Coulomb energy dominates over the magnetic energy The 
higher excited exciton slates are much more weakly bound 
and m this case the magnetic field determines the energy 
sped m m Therefore, the two sets of transitions extrapolai 
mg to the same energies may be interpreted as essrniially 
free elccuon and hole band to band transitions The transi 
lion which appears like a Splitting of the Lll exciton ground 
slate is interpreted as a first excited excitóme stale of the 
HH which for this sample is accidentally degenerate with the 
LH exciton ground stale II is indeed observed in the 
thinner samples, wherr the splitling between the hole sub 
bands is larger, thai this transition does not extrapólale lo 
the same energy at zero magnetic field as the LH ground 
siaie 
This interprétation of (he spectra permits a ducei déter-
mination of the energy of (he continuum and lhal of (lie ex 
atonic ground slate of different subbands at the same time 
Therefore, the стрептепи measure directly thtf exciton 
binding energy In Fig 3 the binding energies obtained in 
this fashion as a function of the well thickness are shown 
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FIO ) Eicrtoo bmthnp сскгцг ІІМ ih« IMI еиноо UkHctl eli­
dei) WMI ih« Lll сяі-лоп lirunilci) u deieimmed from iwi|Mltt 
fieM ikpendcnca of ihc ек^аіюп ipecu· Tn* Ime« repfrtew 
tbcoiclKjl »kuUirani of ihe i h k t n m ііерсгкіеіке of the binding 
«oeiiy for «n inDniie weH by Miftei Kkmrnin Tssnf лпа Goiurd 
(Reí li idnkii hm«) »ltd for mfiniie «ml fimie heifhi «eUi bf 
Greene and co voi kers (Reí Jl (wibil Ьле») 
Abo included in the Of ure are the results of I hem e I teal cal-
nilauon· bf Oreene and co-wnrkcts and by Miller, Klein· 
man, Tsang. and Gossard ' It can be seen (hat both capen-
menially and theoreiKally an increase in ihe binding eneigy 
и found with decreasing layer thickness However, ihe ea-
penmenul values t i e much higher ihan ihe iheoieitcal 
ones In addi lion, ihe so-called L l l ciciion ts found to b · 
more weakly bound than the Н И еясііол, whiuh is contrai у 
lo Ihe IheoreiKal predictiofu As can be seen from Fig 2, 
sevrral Landau-lc*el like Hansmons are observed for both 
subbands We hive analyied ihe slopes for ihe difftrenl 
iransitiona by pluumg them at a lurk I ran of ihe L indju-
level quantum number and found wiihm eapenmcnial error 
thai such a plot yielded a siraighi hne From ihe slope of 
this Une a reditud m a u for the combined eteciron and hole 
Landau-level sphiiing can be determined and Ihe results are 
given m ТаЫе I h is clear from this іаЫс ι I M I the reduced 
masses for the transitions nivolving the hei\y-hole subband 
are almosi equal to (he electron mass, taking полраіаЬоІкі-
ly hiio accoum. which implies thai the heavy hole mass is 
much larger than Ihc electron m u s Transitions involving 
ihe n e i l hole subband, which can only be observe«! Llearly 
in two samples, show a reduced mass which к dehmtely 
tighter than the electron m a « and, therefore, allow a deter 
minailon of ihe hole mass of this subband The«« capen 
meniaHy dciennincd reduced masses are sinkingly different 
from those used m the theories to cakuUte the ¿anion 
binding energy, whtih were 0 (Mm é for the heavy hole and 
0 51»«» for ihe tight hole eicnon We find thai noi only the 
masses are heavier l lun expected bui also that ihe heavy-
hole electron reduced mass is muih heavier than ihe hghl-
hofe election mass II is interebiing io not*: ihat the ciperi 
mental Findings for ihe binding energies and the reduced 
masses are consibient In a hydrogen и: model the binding 
energy is proportional to the reduced nus» If we, there 
fore, scale Ihe iheoreiical curves for ihe binding energies 
with a factor wtikh is Hie гаію of ihe expérimental \alue of 
the reduced mas* ю 'he iheorein*! value, both the L l l and 
ihe I I H e i t n o n ground-siatc energies can be made lo agree 
with the theory within e я perirne π lal error 
The explanation for the dilTerenic m Ihe cxpcrimciiially 
determined and iheoreiically derived hole masses, is be­
lieved io be that ihe iheoreiical masses are derived from a 
highly simplified description of the valence band in a quan­
tum well The bulk valence band m t i а А» ю л ы т of a de­
generale set of Λ ~ 1 1 ind J, - t γ tundb which are an-
Ьоігорк In the sense that the mass lorre^ponding ю ihe 
Λ - ± 7 siate is light in one dirsctron bui a mixture of 
heavy and hghi In the other two and similarly for ihe 
Λ
-
 * 7 ' " t e In ihe iheones an average of the light- and 
heavy hole mass is determined for ihe m pbne dispersion 
relation, leading lo a light mass in the heav)-hole subband 
and a hejvier mass m the light-hole subbjnd ' * In this 
model ihe two subbands are lunsidered decoupled for any 
к » value and, therefore, the two bands «.an cross at a «.eruin 
value of At However, ai Плие к* both hand» muraci giv­
ing rise to strong nonparabohcities This eil e u has been 
shown iheorettcally by Nedorcrov' for (he vélente band 
structure of ite and St tn an mimile poicnual wHI by 
Bangen, Khtzing, and Landwehr,' for /М)ре silicon inver­
sion layers and iccently by Г «solino and А І ш е І І і ' for the 
case of a finite » t i l in the GaAs GaAlAs heterojunctron 
These more accurate cakulatlons show that the nulusion of 
ihe coupling between light- and heavy-hole band·, leads to 
an aniKToislog behavior between ihe bands in the plane of 
Ihe motion which gives rise lo a Dallening of the dispersion 
геіаінні of the heavy-hole subband In fact, this band is 
found to be only a few meV wide in a region of к space of 
order mfd whiLh is ihc region of interest both for the e Hel­
ton binding energy and for ihe magneitc Fields u>cd * The 
masses we deduce from our experiments are in quatnaiive 
agreemeni with this taci We. iheiefore. believe thai our 
results provide e a pert meni al evidence for (his anticrosstng 
behavior and ihe compiei naiure of ihe valence band in 
quantum wells 
In summary к may be staled thai we have measured the 
eaction binding energies aa a function of thickness for 
GaAs-GaAIA« qujntum wells The eiperimenial binding 
energici are en ha nt ed with respect to ihe bulk values and 
increase with decreasing ihickness The experimental values 
obtained, however, are higher than iheoreiical predici ton s 
In addition, we have detenni ned the reduced masses using 
Ihe magnetic Field dependence of ihe excited states, and 
have found Ihat these masses are much heavier than those 
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used in (be (heoreilcal cslculnions Usini ihe experimental 
values for the reduced exciion masses, iheory and екреп· 
menial results for ihe tondini energies can be reconciled 
The observed hi|ber masses are believed to be a direct 
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consequence of ihc coupling between llghl· end heavy-hok 
subban4s ai Плие к values, which his been neglected ш ihe 
calcula lions of the binding energies As such, our results 
provide сірегнпепіві evidence for ihn effect 
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(|tianlnni » І I K «и я inagihltr fh'hl are ««Ь г л І ііміір<:і4.ііаінмі spicintsmpv ÏUc LitriiHt Ьиніпіксш ген^ (іч lU.* «ІіЛеггпІ 
siihltiimK ИІС «кіІімЫ Ггоін \\w «lilfeicme in Ihc fiekl ik'pcmk'iKc Ы IЬс ЦГІЧІІНІ ПІНІ the «.м.Heil чілкч <is л Іиікінчі 44 the 
writ I I IKLIWVS П І С «.чикч! ч|.і|о« which aie t^iTHtuilh Uw ck-Llrun buk IIHLIIMHHI UJUMIHHIS ari Л І Л І \ Г С І І wilh 
tlwmi'lKJl «.пкиііінчіч i4 »ht 1 aihLiu k.-\ch ni J і|іілііилі well 
Hic ffL-ti cxcilniiu- riiiliire оГ Ihc stiong 
liimiMCscctHc in ^мм\ qu.iliiy Г^іАчЧ*», ,ΑΙ» As 
c|iiunlinii wells has been ücinoiisIrileJ unii inveì»-
ligaled for чипе lime ( l-*l| Oite inlcrcsling as-
peel ol this phenomenon is lhal in Ihcsc i|iian-
luui wells lite well llmkrtcss сап Іч' iiuide of ih*: 
nnJcr oí lite CX4.1I011 lidlir ritti i MS 'Пия elicci 
leads to an increase in Ihc exeilun hincling energy 
wilh th-crciising lliKkness, IHJCÜUSC Hie cxcilon 
will Іміііа е progressively as a qtinsi two dimon-
sional hydrogen atom 'ІЪіч tremi has heen 
shown ihctnelkally by srvcial authors (2, 5 t 6 [ , 
and c^pcriniciilnlly sonic indict I ion of this effect 
has been inferred from the lluiknevs dependence 
of (he différence between the ground »ml the first 
c m l e d stale of ihc cxcilon | 2 | In a inagnelic 
Ite UI ihc cxiilon coniinuniu spins into discrete 
excited states winch are wcaklv Iwmnd to the 
ІлікЬиі levels and whult can llicicfore be de 
«¡егіЫчІ as free elcclron and hole slates 'llic 
U »west ІншіиІ ext ι Ionic slates on llic nmtrary 
cxivrienccs only α tonip.iiaiivcly weak 
iliamugnetic shift tin the one hand, the snnnl-
laneoiis ol^scnatittn «if the m apt ie lie field depen­
dence of the txnind and the contiiuunn stales 
allows a diiecl delernnnalion of the band edge 
and the cxtilou ground state energies and 
(hereby of the binding energy in the i|uanliim 
well On the other hand electron and hole 
I andau levels in a quanluni well can be investi­
gated by looking al Ilio field dependence of (lie 
exciton continuum stales ITicrc has recently 
I»ceη an increased interest Utlh theoretically 
(7, H] and cxpcnmcnially [9, |0) in hole I am lau 
levels in (|iianluni wells 
I our samples have l>ccii sludictl with dilferenl 
С id As layer thickness and Al tonlciit (See table 
I) 'Ihc inlensily of the luiiiinest.cnec of Ιΐκ* low­
est energy transition (heavy-hole cxcilon ground 
slate) is measured as a fumtion of the excitation 
inlcnsity at dilferenl fixed values of the inngnclic 
field. Bolh the incident ami ihe с mil led radiation 
were at right angles to the layer plane ami paral­
lel to like magnelic field axis (Ruaday configura­
tion). 'lite exciting light was left or right circu­
larly polarized with respcel lo Ihe magnelic field 
Magnetic fields up ю 2 V I were made with 
(Hilyhelix resistive magnet. 'Hie radialiori with 
wavelengths between 81M and 7 4 0 nni was gen­
eraled with Kr laser pumped fR-.S*W dye laser 
with I D7<H) as a dye 
hi fig I Ihc excita I ion spectra foi 44К' circular 
(Mtlarization are shown for dilferenl values of the 
magnelic field In this case the spcclromcicr was 
pia«.cd on the centc. of the luinincsrcncc line 
ami the схсііаіюп S|)et.lia of I be higher lying 
Ininsitioiis are observed 'Hie two lower lying 
Iransittons which partly coincide with Ihc 
liniiucsccncc line and which are due lo Ihe two 
cxcilon ground slates assttcialcd with Ihe I wo 
lowest hole subhands were measured separately 
with Ihe speilroinclci placed in Ihe low eneigv 
0378-43ft1/K4/$ll3 <Ю (Г) Llsevier Science Publisher; И. . 
(N4trlli I lodami Physics Publishing Division) 
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tail oí the luminescence The чресігя which вге 
ГСЯІІІГСІС al zcrti mapnclic Ticltt in Ihn energy 
range <how a very rich stniclnre in a magnclk 
field as a consequence of Ihc clcvclopmcnl of 
Landau levels f ig. 2 shows a plol of Ihe transi-
lion enerüics vs. magnetic field for the two diffcr-
enl polarization directions. The results shown arc 
for the 12 ' inni thick qnanluni well. Ί ο hnng 
some order in Ihc experimental rcstills lines arc 
V A A / 4 ^ 
П е 1 1 «Ияіі»мі v ^ ^ o n i t al <ftfl<.ren1 ν Mite« «4 ihc тясос-
lic field fin the 12 ^ іил «impk ГЬс ^рсгіпмтк 1er в p i a m i 
al ihc center vA ihc Іиигіпгчспгс line ηη·Ι Ihf hifhrr Ivtnp 
trnrriilDitn arc mentirci) 
drawn (o conned ihc observe«! maxima in fip 2 
("his way one notice* lhal Ihc Iwo Iransilions al 
Ihc lowest enerpies show only a very weak 
magnetic fiekl «Jcpemlencc that Ihc next transi-
Ikin я) higher encrg> shtiws a sinniger magnclic 
field dependence аіні exliapolales approxitnalclv 
to ihc same energy as (he scmnd Iransition al 
7cro magnetic field I urthcrniorc, al higher ener­
gies Ihc transtlions can he tlistingiiishcd in two 
sets, each set cxlrapolaltng to Ihc sann* energy at 
/его magnetic field, but lo a difTerenl encigy for 
both sets The two Iransiiions al low energies arc 
interpreted as the exciton ground state for the 
heavy hole ( f i l l ) and Ihc fighi hole (I I I ) excilon 
These ground stales are only weakly affcited by 
the magnetic field since the О ч і І о т Ь enetgv 
dominates over (lie magnetk energy l"hc higlïcr 
схеііЫ excit«»n stales arc much ми »re weitkly 
hound and in this tase the magnclic field tletcr-
mines the energy spectrum, as is clear from the 
faci that the cunes cxlrap*»totc to the same 
energy at 7ero magnetn. field Ihercfore, the Iwo 
sets of Iransiiions extia|>olaling t<» the same 
énergies can he annlyzcil as free electron and 
hole band to ha ml trausitkms Hie transition 
which appears like a sphtling of Ihc 1-Й exciton 
ground stale is interpreted as a first csiited ex-
ciliHiic state of the I I I I whkh for ihis snniple is 
accident all y degenerale with I I I excilon gro4i»d 
stale It is indeed ol»servcd in Ihe Ihinner sam­
ples, where Ihc splilling between the hole sub-
bands is larger, lhal this transilkm d(»es not 
extrapolate to Ihc same energy at 7cro magnetic 
fichi as the U l grotnul slate Not all observed 
transitions have such a simple magne!IL field 
dependence As is clear from fig 2 Ihc strength 
of some of Ihe transitions к dependent on the 
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eicHiiif! ΙικΙιΙ Ihc < ψ ο cíteles aiiri'siKHhl lo ^Іпнік ÜIKI Ihc lull Нгскч lu went Ігничікміх 11K* tlr.iwn Іик-s arc 1 guide hi Ihc 
eye 
inagnclic field up lo Ihc point that »mie of them 
even become unohscrvable at higher fields In 
Addition then* cxisl several weaker peaks which 
ciniiol be assigned In a one of the sets described 
above. 
We determine the exciton binding cncigy di 
reclly from the spectra ns the difiéreme in 
energy between I IK' ground slnle and Ihc con-
tinuum slates al ¿ero magneiH. field as obtained 
from the exlra|xil.ilioii of Ihc held ilependenic of 
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Flf. 3 Eirriofl bind)i»f çnrrry ^v ihe H H riciiim tdowd 
chales) and the 1 I I <гяо*«чі ПпятеІеО ar iletennifml from 
magnetic AeUtkpemlrmT of the сяпіаіюпчр<гсіг* The Ihwi 
represent thenrrtpcij с а і л і і і і ю т Ы the (Ьчкпеч rfcrcfi· 
tfencv o( the hmdmfl enrrrr (or an infinite weH Ь Mritcr ei 
»I | 2 | Macheti кікчі and for mftmte ami fmrte Keteht weth bj 
OreetK r i al ( Ч ' « Ц К І Ime«) 
the excited чіаіея In fìg. 3 ι he bind ι η ρ energies 
obtained in ihn fashion as a function of the «ell 
ihickncs* aie shown A ho ¡nclurird in the figure 
are the results of theorrttcal calculations by 
Greene et al (61 and by Miller et al UJ ft can 
he seen thai both experiment alk and theoreti-
cally an increase in the binding energy is found 
with decreasing layer tlnclcness However, the 
e я penmen tal values are much higher than the 
theoretical ones In addition the so called I Η 
excilon is found lo be more weakly bound lhan 
the H H excilon. which is contrary In the Ihcor-
etical predict mm. 
As can be seen from flg 2 several landau 
le\el like transitions are observed (or both sub-
bands Following refs 1 and Я. we have calcu­
lated the Landau levels for the holes and (he 
electrons in a quantum well In this case eat-h 
material in represented with a six-band model i e 
a spin up and a spin down conduction band and 
the fourfold J = 1/2 valence band set, split into 
heaw-hole and light -hole bands at k ^ t > The 
theory described in refs 7 and 8 was developed 
for the case of a supcrlattice, however since the 
coupling Itetween GaAs welk becomes neeligibtc 
for sufficiently thick G a , , Λ Ι . - A s lavers the re­
sults can be directlv appltcd to the case of quan­
tum wells In a magnetic field (he envelope 
wave f une lion for the motton along the plane k 
described by a si ι-component vector. 
*·„ > ( c , ( z b r M r 1 ( z ) v l , . l , c Y ( z ) < p l , M , 
C U V , , , , . c;,(z)ip4. cfz)«,,**) 
where φ* are harmonic oscillator functions η -
- 2 , - 1 0. I. a i i d ( , ( z ) i z k Ihedirecltonof the 
magnetic Meld and the superlatlice grnuiti direc­
tion) cocflktenls which arc antomatirally vanish­
ing for Ihtrse componcnls which have a neeati\e 
oscillator index The six components nf the en­
velope wavrfunclion correspond lo (he t Ut. 
J t = 3/?: J, = 1/2. CBJ. i , = ^ l / 2 and the 
J. » - 3 / 2 cell р*:гнк1іс parts of the ОЬкЬ 
wavefunciK»n The coefficients <( are determined 
from the boundary ton» lit Hins imposed on the 
wavefunclion I H of the two malcriáis al the 
interface These boundary condilions are derived 
from the conlinuitv of the currenl ope ral or al the 
interface for a sample uith .i given thickness ami 
Al content and at a given magnetic licld Fhese 
cocfficicnls are therefore dependent on ihc sam-
ple parameters and im (he niagi»etic fiel«! I"he 
wavefunclion ( M implies a sélection rule of Лп — 
-tl for mlerband transiiions In Гів 4 ihc «.'lini 
laled Landau levels and (he allowed tr.tiisttions 
for the sample with I 2 4 t i m thickness are 
shown A striking í^alurc of this figure is Ihc 
complex, strongly non-hncir behaviour of the 
hole l^anriau levels Chis non linear и ν comes 
from the fact that at fc4-(l, or cqutvalcnllv M 
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Fie -4 С .tkuluieri I amjju k^«K Im ibe «.ІИНІІКІНІП and Он 
l ime li<4)* иЫ'л»кК ·>! д U 5 πιη ( » J A S ita. ,ΑΙ , «pian 
Ішп wi II ІЪг jrn^UN ІГИІКЛІ. jlltm<.d ir ііім(кч>ч («и r imi 
a i-tdiJiH^n tJn » * I «»f I I lite mtmtais n41044имt «> 
the Ілгмізи IC^LI Munnhnn nuinlvr^ 
0 - 0 heavy ,iuü hehl І ы к siibb.imb are t k -
СІМЦЧССІ Al finire v.ilues of lite mannelli, field 
Landau lc\cls on^indiing liom lite tint Інйе sub-
Ь.ігкІ mlcr.iLt wiih landau ІечеЬ from 1 ho next 
IIOIL sul>bain1 ind ці с% rise lolhe аппегоччшц be­
haviour as can he seen tn fig -I 
We have tried lo compare the takulalcil 
en<.n>y dilTcrentes for allowed iranstiions wiih 
the Lxpennienis usine the Ли - t-l or - I sclet-
THHI 1 ule wiih the Lorresp^indim· счрсгппепіаі 
results for k i t and rich I ι in. 11 lar p«tlari/aiion 
(lius 2a nul ht and ha\e fouml thai * e can 
ечрі.иі) На· С Х | К І І П К П І Ч HI ihis w i\ in iht sense 
dial 1 here «.tisi takiilatod transiiion «.nercics \s 
nta^neiiL held » h u h correspond !*> ihe e\|vri 
menial olfserxaihMis However ими*» the t a k u -
laled tncryv levels im( usinu oiilv die чч.-к».інm 
ruk -In - i-I much inore iraiisiiHius arc pre 
dated 1 han thai an. і х р і г ш к л і а і і иЬм-і\еі1 
I uri bermi »re, ihb simple utilisatK)n of the caku-
lated Ілпііаи levels does not permit tn calculate 
the strength of ihe transilKHi. whereas 11 is clear 
from fig I that different transiiions have quite 
difieren 1 strengihs The conclusion ts therefore 
that in order lo make a realistic comparison 
l>etween lheor> and expenmenl the overlap mat­
rix elements of the envelope wavcfuuctKin of ihe 
initial and final siales must be cakulaled In the 
case of simple non-inleracling hands ihe matrix 
elements can easily he evaluated in terms of the 
parttv (even or odd* of the wavefumlion Due to 
the inierauHHi between the different Landau 
levels 1 his is not possible in the present case In 
addition the coefficients r, in I U are stronplv 
field dc|iendcnt for the same reason which un 
plies that the transit и )ii strength is also held 
dependent OualitativeK such a hvhaiiour can 
indeed he observed in he 2 where the same 
transition may change its strength for different 
maenelic fields 
As Δ conséquence of the dithuilttcs encoun-
t с ret. I with ihe comparison of the l hoor ν with ihe 
experiments we have analvsed the daia in 1 more 
simple manner Trom 1 plot of the sltvpes of die 
dillcicnl transi thins as a function of the Landau 
kvel i|uantiim пипіікг a slramht Ime is Found 
wilhin ex|>erimenial errttr From the sltijx Ы this 
Ime a reduced mass for ihe combined electron 
and ht »le I a miau kvel splitting can IK* dt-ier-
nuned ami ihe results are given in I ihk I II is 
с k a r front this tahk thai the reduced masses for 
the transiiions involving ihe he aw h»ilc suhhand 
are alntosi ециаі to the ekclron mass alone 
laLing nonparabohciiv into acconni Phis implies 
that (he heav\ hok mass is much largir (han the 
election mass liansiiions invt>Jving the next 
hole suhluud which can onl\ Iw observed 
ckarlv in iwt> samples show a reduced mass 
which is dehmlelv lighter ihan the ekclron mass 
.nul л hok mass of this suhhand can he deter-
iniiied (>ialiiativelv lh**se results are m aeree-
niciii wiih ihe ihetuetieal expeclatMuis h is dear 
from lig 4 that ts 1 (.onscipiciKe of Ihe antKros-
stnu the luehesi hole I añilan levels have a verv 
weak held dependeme whereas ihe set of 
I andan k\els onuin.ilintf from the next hand are 
nuuh more slrontîlv Ік>М de|teihktii (Note m he 
SÜ 
i С МішягІтІ I Inmhimil matcneh*4#ii*l ftftrntnivm ін ІІ«і ,Λί,Αι («ii.lt quantum tiriti 
A ІІіиі ihr cnrrgy nenie Ы the hok я is live linies 
I H Inrpc as ihnl Ы ihr СІССІИМП > 
ІЪс сщ тітгіНлИу ilclcrniiiicil iccliiccil тля-
SC4 шс slrikitiply ilifTtrcnl Гнил (Інпг iist'il in the 
theorir* tf> t-лісіііаіс Ih« еянйш Ыікііпд fitcrgy. 
which were ΟΙΜιη,ι íor ll*e heavy Ін4c аіні 
0 OS I ж,, lor Iht' light httlc cucho« ІЫ^к values 
arc hasoil tm j &іп*|»ІіГіеіІ ik'scriptitm «4 I he val-
г і к е чііЫ>лп4І <lrs|H*rston which ικ'βΙοιίΛ lite с«ні-
pliiiR Iwlwecn ihc híimh We Гині ihnl інИ інііу 
the т:і«кеч ore heavier Ιΐυιη expected hut also 
thai the Ік*а у Ім>Іе-еІесІгоп redmed ПІІІЯІ IS 
niiK'h heavier than lite light I H I I C - L I C C I I I H I re-
diKcd muss I his dilk-rcm-e a uses from the fad 
Ihtil in the ІЬСШІСЧ the cmipling helwc^n die 
(hlTtTcnt hole Ь І И Н К has heen nejdccted. whcirns 
it is ckriir fnmi the саіспілінні of the I ЛІНІНИ 
levels in hg 4 thai tnchisHHi of (his cimpling 
ііиіееіі ICJHK in an increase Ы the η Misses Π ie 
discrepam'y Ix-lwecii the m i m i j l e d ami meas­
ured himling energies in fig ? mises in fad from 
(he di Here m с In the eiprrimcntnlly fk-icitnincd 
redntxd masses and those used in Ihc I he «me* 
Since in a li>drogenk mtttlel ihc hmding energy 
is ріо|нігІіоііаІ lo I he rcdiu-ed mass we can scale 
the llieoictknl curves In* the hinding em'rgM» 
with a f.ich*r whkh is Ihc ralio of Ihc с ι per ime η-
ІнІ value of Ihc redtHvd mass In the ІІіесчеік-аІ 
value 'Ihn wjy (he lowcsl (wit cxriton ρτοιιικΙ 
slate em-rgics can he made to agree with ihc 
ihctiry within ci|irritiH'iilal ν tun. 
In suuHiiary it may he slaled that wc have 
observed the gitHiml state ami several eicilcd 
stales of the t|Uiisi two diiiH'nsional excilon in 
CtaAs-Cia, , AKAs tiumilnm wells as fiimliou of 
inagiielk* Ikhl with cxtilatttm s|K>clrosittpy 'Иіс 
exiH«m hiiKÜng encigies аз a IUIICIHHI of Ihkfc-
ness is iHilaiueil f пин tliK data using Ihc dilfcrenl 
tnagnelk I k hi (kftemkucc «*f Ihc gimiml and the 
eii ited slates. ІЪе experiutcnlally dclcrinincil 
bimling encrgks arc cuhimccd with rcs|ieit to 
Ihc hulk values ami inctcase wild dectcasing 
thickness Ihc cx|icriniental values oh I .lined 
however are higher than tlteorclkal picdkihtm 
|2,ft| ThK discrepamy ilisa|ipi-ars when the ex* 
|ieriincnlally ik-lcruiined retluced niasses for lite 
dillereiil suhhands arc used insiemi of Ihc value 
used in ihc iheofH's l-urtheriiMtre. we have com­
pared Ihc magnetk Ikld <к|кчикчке of the 
higher free carrkr like ex(ile<l slates with mlui-
lattous of the І л т і а и levels in η і|и:іінміп well 
imlmling the inlenultou U'twecn I In* dilli reni 
hole suhhands It is fniind lhat ihc Iheniy pic-
dkls пнііс liausiiHNLs than ailnally i»l»si rve<l if 
one iniposcs η se Ieri и чі mie based on Ihc «'ell 
periodic pari of Ihe wDvefuiulion only I or a 
dclnilcd etiinparisiin ІІ№ full oveilap nnliix clc-
nn-nls кінчікі IM- tahidaled ()iiiililalivcly Им* 
magne I k ftckl «Ісі*стІстт of lite іІк*оісІіі"і|Іу 
cnkulaled I andan kvels of Ihc difTcrcnl suh-
hmuls agree wild thai (>1»seivcd сх|іегнік>пІ:іІІу in 
the scuse th.H Іміііі thciHClkally and ех|ч:гітеп-
lîilly a very heavy hok' mass is fmiml for ihc 
highest suhl »ami ami a ninth lighlei hole mass 
for the second suhhand Ihc high value of Ihc 
masses involved in Ihe IH He suhhands which is 
observed expcrinicnlally ІчіІІі in ІІна value of the 
rxcilitn gronml siale encrgK>s us in Ihe Ikhl 
dopendem.e of the excited stuies Η η сом ірі 
enee of lite nmpling helwecn light ami Іісм у 
hole siiltbands al Гіпііе Ic-vnhtcs whiih has 1*ceit 
neglected in the cakulalioiis of Ihc himltng encr­
gks Ля such о т results ріо к к cx|K-iinicntnl 
cvkkncc foc I hls effect 
ArhmtwtedgcmciH 
'lite niimcrknl results wcic ohi ai ned widij ln* 
ointpulcr fìicililks of lite l'enlrc ile ('akul Vec 
loricl (tour la Kcchenhc, l'nhuseau. 
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ABSTRACT 
The results of excitation apectroscopy ateesureieents of GaAa quantun wells in 
a magnetic field are explained with the calculated landau levels for the holes 
and the electrons and with excitonic effects. The binding energy of the 
exciton as a function of the well thickness is obtained from this analysis. 
The band structure of the hole subbands In quantum wells and heterojunctions 
has become the subject of increased experimental and theoretical interest 
since it has been recognized that simple, particle in a box, models cannot be 
applied in the case of coupled valence bandstl-41. Realistic theoretical 
calculations for the case of the valence band of thin GaAs layers confined 
between Ga Al As barriers have shown strong non-parabolic behaviour, 
which is implrtlnt for several observable phenomena like excitons, cyclotron 
resonance and optical absorption. To study these effects we have performed 
excitation spectroscopy experiments in magnetic fields of GaAa quantum wells 
between Ga Al As layers for well widths between S and IZ.5 noi. These 
experiments give information about the Landau lévela of the holes and the 
electrons in quantum wells and about the exciton binding energy aa a function 
of the well thickness. The experimental results are compared with theoretical 
calculations of the Landau levels. 
In the experiments the intensity of the quantum well luminescence is 
measured as a function of the energy of the exciting light for different 
values of the magnetic field. The sample was at I.TK in a magnetic field of 
maximally ?5T produced with a polyhelix magnet. The exciting light came from a 
L0700 krypton laser pumped CRS99 dye laser .was either left or right handed 
circularly polarized and propagated parallel to the magnetic field direction 
(Faraday configuration!. The parameters of the samples used in the experiments 
are listed in table I. 
Fig.t shows the excitation spectrum of the 12.5 ma sample at 0 and at (.4 
Tesla for two different polarization directions. At zero magnetic fields one 
distinguishes two sharp peaks which are generally attributed to the light and 
the heavy hole exciton and a featureless constant background at higher 
energies, which reflecta the constant density of states. At β.( Tesla several 
peaks are observed as the continuum states split into Landau levels. In fig. 2 
a plot of the observed transition energies as a function of the magnetic field 
is shown for one polarization direction for a sample with 9nm well thickness. 
Similar results are obtained for the other samples and for the other 
polarization direction. It can be seen in fig. Ζ that the two transitions at 
the lowest energy which are also observed at zero field are hardly field 
dependent. The higher lying transitions .which are not observed in zero 
magnetic field, are more strongly field dependent. These results are 
interpreted as follows. The lowest energy states are exciton-llke since they 
experience only a comparatively weak diamagnetic shift and since they 
extrapolate at zero magnetic field to an energy lower than the continuum, i.e. 
to the exciton binding energy. The higher energy transitions are in fact 
higher excited excitonic states which can be described as being essentially 
interband transitions between the hole and electron Landau levels. 
We have calculated the hole and electron Landau levels for this system in 
the envelope wavefunction approximation. The details of this calculations are 
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Figure I 
Energy of the inaiti«· in the OHcitation 
•pectra ·· · function of magnetic field for 
o polerizatlon The large circles 
correspond to strong and the small circles tr 
weak transitions The drawn lines are the 
calculated transition energies 
Eflcitstion spectrum at 0 and at 0.4 Î 
for a 9rm sample for two circular 
polarization· 
given elsewhere.M-*1 Here it is important to note that the bulb bandstructure 
is described in terms of · «in band model, the spin up and spin down 
conduction band and the J ««Э/г end J ••W2 valence bands The spin orbit 
split off valence band Is*taken into account by correcting the conduction band 
effective mass and g factor following Roth et al IT). The basis set for the 
periodic part of the wavefunction 1· taken to bei 
M l 
« « |s1> и » |>ί> 
и • |э/г.э/г> -iM*jy)t//? u · |э/г.і/г> --/2/эгЫм*іу>і//ь 
«
Э
Е
 jj/2,-•/!>•-lu-іуil//* -/г/Jïl uç· |э/г.-з/г>«-и-іуіі//г 
In this bsii· the conponents of the envelope wive function are given by 
V i c , U^.cjlz.,,,, .«,««»»,.,.с,!«!·,,.,*,!«)...^«··.»,· m 
where ψ are harmonic oscillator functions, n*-?r-1.0,1,. and с Iz) 
Ir is tfce direction of the magnetic field and the auperlattice gVowth 
direction) coefficient· which are automatically vanishing for those components 
which have a negative oscillator indeH The coefficient· с are determined 
from the boundary conditions imposed on the wavefunction (21 of the two 
materials at the interface which are derived from the continuity of the 
current operator at the interface for a simple with a given thickness and Al 
content and at a given magnetic field. These coefficients are therefore 
dependent on the sample parameters and on the magnetic field fly inspection of 
eq 1 and 2 one sees that the selection rule for Interband transitions with 
circular polarlratlon Is given by An**1 In fig Э the calculated Landau 
levels for a 12 5 nm GaAs well between *· ді ,-** barriers Js shown, 
together with a few possible allowed transitions The complevity of tht landau 
levels stems from the fact that the distinction between light and heavy hole 
subbands loses its sense at к #0 or. analogously at Β '0, 
because of the strong interaction between the bands originating from the 
different subbands. This effect has heen theoretically predicted M Б) 
155 160 1,65 170 
Energy (eV) 
è; 
£ 
F lour · I 
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Π we сиицша I he оіи-гціеі of the calculltad trtntttiant ·• thuwn in fig. ] 
with thu ekperiMttntal obaeiv^tloni we find no contradicttont between theory 
end енрьпеміпі t, but f«r etore tlieoreticel trenbitionv ere predicted then 
екрепшкпіаііу observed Fhlt observattan tapltei that the selection rule 
Δη<ιΙ " not stringent enough. since it does not take into account the 
possible reduction or actually vanishing aatriK eleeients due to the values of 
c^zl in eq. г for the initial and final slates. In a crude and approxiaale 
way one can include this effect by noting the following, for autlon In the ay 
plane the basisfunctions u have a 'spin up" coaponent and u 
"spin-down". Since spin flit» transitions are not allowed in the ptesent 
configuration we assume that interband transition are strong when the sua of 
the integrals of с (») for 1=1,2.3 or i.l.S.i do not differ too Buch for 
the initial IVBI ahd (mal ICI) state In this way we have retained only the 
transition energies between initial and final »tatet, whoa« difference in 
"spin-up" and "spin-down* content la last thin tai I solid lines in fig'. 21 and 
between 201 and «02 (dashed lines). 
It can be seen that the agreeaent between the theoiy and eaperlmants la 
reasonably good for the higher Landau lévela, but not for the lower onea. 
Stallar results were obtained for all ether saaplea and for both polarization 
BIT) 
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Figure 3 
Binding energy as function well 
thickness noraializad to the three 
dietensional ftydberg and tohr 
radiusCAfter ref 110) Ihe dots and the 
crosses are the емрепампіаі values for 
the NH and the LH excitoo corrected for 
the reduced nats enhancement in a well. 
Calculated Landau levels for the conduction and three hole 
subbands of a 12.S nat GaAs-Ga
 ïtAl -, quantum well. 
The arrows indicate allowed Lrihsitiohs for the two circular 
polanzatiuns Ihe numbeis are Landau level quantum numbers. 
directions. Ihe discrepancy for the low energy transitions can be eaplained by 
«•citonic effects which are not accounted for in the theory. Ihe lowest lying 
trensitiuns differ from the calculated intei*ubband tiansitions by the eMciton 
binding energy. Ihe higher lying transitions are excited encitonic states 
which howevtT differ only slightly fro« free electron and hole interband 
transitions since they are only wet hi y b*tiii<J. 
flus way we can deduce the eMciton bindinu energy from the емрегітепіι as 
Ihe difference between the band edge conlif.üum, as obtained from the Loaiparison 
with the theory lor the higher Landau levels, and the excitonic ground stale. 
** obtained fro« the observed transition energy. In table I we summarw* the 
thus eieabuied binding uneigies (or different samples the results show an 
increase in binding cneigy «s the layer thicbnetses decrease as has been 
theoietically predicted (1-10). A direct comparison with etusting calculations 
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of tha binding anargy is howevar not poatibla bacaua« in that· cases ampia 
uncoupled parabolic hola bands have baan a s turnad (1.91. Therefore we deduce 
• Mpcnatentally a reduced ewciton «ass in a tinplified manner from tha slopes 
of tha different transitions at a given energy. The results of the masses thua 
obtained are also given in table I. 0astardM0) hai calculated the binding 
energy of the еисііоп in units of its Rydborg energy as a Function of the well 
thickness in units of the Bohr radius. Fig.4 shows a comparison of our data 
with this theory. In the comparison we have renorMlized the experimental data 
to the mass used in the Rydberg energy for well with infinite thickness. This 
way, reasonable agraament with the theory la obtained. Our data tend to give a 
lower binding energy than that calculated which can possibly be attributed to 
the fact that the calculation has been performed for an infinite well, whereas 
in reality the barrier height is finite. 
The "hole masses" obtained from the slopes of the transitions are very heavy 
compared to those of bulk 6aAs. This observation is a consequence of the 
anticrossing of the hola dispersion relations. In fact its is interesting to 
see how some Landau levels, more specifically the topmost group with n*0,+1. 
have ал extremely weak field dependence over a very large range of field 
values. A fact which one would normally interpret as a very heavy mass. 
It is felt that the excitation spectrosopy experiments of quantum wells in a 
magnetic field provide detailed information about the complex band structure 
of the hole subbanda and about excitonic effects and contribute to a better 
understanding of the electronic properties of these systems. 
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I I I . 7. The empirical reduced masses 
Transitions between Landau levels of parabolic valence- and conduction-hinds 
have an energy of 
E = (N + l/ZHheBi/nie* - (N + l/2)(î>eB)/iiih* » (M + l/2)(T»eD)/M ( I I I . 7 .1 ) 
where M is a quantum number, h Is Planck's constant, m^* the effertlve electron 
mass, <% the effective hole nass, e the charge of the electron, В the magne­
tic f ield and μ the reduced mass (l/|i = l/nie* + І/щ,*). 
To analyse the Landau level structure, we have plotted the maxima of the ob­
served transition-peaks as a function of the magnetic field (see sections 
I I I . 4 . H I . 5 , H I . 6 ) . This leads to a Landau level fan (Fig. I I I . 4.2). As Is 
clear from equation I I I . 7 . 1 the reduced masses can be obtained from a graph 
of E/B against the quantum number N. The results are shown In Fig. H I . 7 . 1 . 
The straight lines drawn through the E/B values Intercept the abscissa at 
N · -1/2. For N = -1/2, the energy difference E between two Landau transitions 
must be zero; this gives a possibility to assign quantum numbers N to the 
different transitions. The reduced masses thus obtained are Indicated In the 
Fig.Π 1.7.1 for the different quantum-well thicknesses l z . These masses are 
much higher than the reduced electron-light hole and electron-heavy hole mas­
ses In bulk GaAs which correspond to 0.05ΙΒ^ and 0.04111ο respectively (OIQ is 
the free electron mass). One reason for this fact Is the non-paraboliclty of 
the GaAs conduction band. This non-paraboliclty can be corrected using the 
expression m* = i 4 ) e * ( l • 2E/Eg). (where іч,с* 1 s t h e electron mass of bulk GaAs; 
E Is given in a quantum-well by Ej - Eg, with Ej the band edge energy and 
Eg the gap of bulk GaAs). This leads to an electron-band-edge mass of 
0.079%, compared to a bulk mass of 0.067mo- As can be seen (n f i g . I I I . 7 . 1 , 
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the quantum number Η for different quantum-well systems In or­
der to I l lustrate the relation E/B = tie/u ( N 4 / 2 ) . From this 
relation,ii can be determined as shown In the figure. Note the 
correct linear relationship with N and the гсго Intercept at 
N - -1/2. 
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a reduced electron-hole mass of 0.079111ο has been determined experimentally 
for Lz : 5.7nfn.*)Th1s value for the reduced mass implies that the effective hole 
mass n^ | must be considerably heavier than both the electron- and the hole-mass 
In the bulk. Therefore I t Is clear that changes In the dispersion relation of 
the holes due to confinement effects must be resposlble for this discrepancy. 
As the well thickness Increases, the reduced electron-heavy hole mass is found 
to decrease, which can be explained qualitatively through the non-paraboll-
city. However, at al l thicknesses used, the actual observed reduced masses 
cannot be explained in this single way. To understand this effect in more 
detai l, elaborate band structure calculations of dispersion relations (n 
quantum wells are needed, taking Into account of the full heavy- and light-hole 
manifold (as discussed in section I I I . 2 ) . This has been done by Fasollno and 
A l t a r e l l i ; 8 typical results are shown in F ig.I I I .2.Z. The antlcrossing seen 
there has the effect that the upper band (heavy-hole band) Is flattened and 
that the lower band (light-hole band) is made steeper. This implies that the 
mass associated with the heavy hole band is very heavy and that the mass of 
the light hole band is very light, which is consistent with our experimental 
results. Neglecting this antlcrossing, as done In previous less complete theo­
retical work, leads to a heavy hole mass for the in-plane dispersion relation 
that was lighter than the light hole mass, contrary to our experiments. 
111. 8. Field dependence of the exciton ground state 
In the previous section, the magnetic f ield dependence of the (quasi-free 
particle-like) Landau levels has been discussed. In this part of chapter I I I , 
we discuss the magnetic field dependence of the exciton ground state, as 
studied by luminescence experiments. 
*) In the sections 111.4,111.5,111.6 these well thicknesses Lz are different 
due to an error in the calculations, but there is no change in the values 
of the masses and of the experimentally obtained binding energy. 
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In bulk GaAs, neglecting electron-hole exchange the exclton ground state Is 
eightfold degenerate, due to the fourfold degeneracy of the valence hand and 
the twofold degeneracy of the conduction band. This means that the ground 
state Is conposed of elgenstates with J z = +3/2. +1/2, -1/2, -3/2 while al l 
have the same energy. In order to make a connection with the notation we have 
used before In chapter I I I , we may note that with the definition of the Hamll-
tonlan as given In section I I I . 2 , the J z * f 3 / 2 states are the heavy- and 
the i l / 2 states are the light-holes. Note In particular, that In a bulk 
material, only one exclton Is observed, and not a light hole- and a heavy 
hole- exclton. The Interband transitions take place between the conduction 
and the valence band, where the conduction band has the usual spin-degeneracy 
with Sz = ± 1 / 2 . For these transitions, the selection rule allows a total 
change In the angular momentum of ± 1 , leading to the σ+- or a'-polarlzatlon. 
Therefore In the bulk one has In o^-polarlzatlon the transitions Sz = -1/2 -• 
J z » -3/2 and Sz - +1/2 * J Z » -1/2, while In o~-polar1zatlon one has the 
transitions Sz = -1/2-» J z - +1/2 and Sz » +1/2-•Jz = +3/2; al l these transi­
tions have the same energy. In a magnetic f ie ld, the degeneracy between Sz • 
+1/2, J z · ±3/2 and J z • ±1/2 Is l i f t e d by the Zeeman effect, and the lumi­
nescence peak Is expected to split Into four different lines. However, the 
values of the bandstructure parameters for GaAs are such that the luminescen­
ce line In a f ield splits Into conponents In such a way that they are equally 
strong In σ*- and σ - - polarization, 1. e. the r>+- spectra and the <7--spec-
tra are Identical within the experimental accuracy. 
The case of quantum-wolls Is notably different from the hulk situation, since 
because of the different confining energies for the heavy and the light 
holes, these states are no longer degenerate. This situation Is schematical­
ly shown for zero magnetic f ield In F i g . I I I . Θ . I . In this case, two lines are 
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observed which both are σ* - and a' -polarized. However, in a f ield the 
transitions Sz = 1/2 •Jz = -3/2 ( 0 + ) and Sz = + 1 / 2 ^ J Z · +3/2 ( u - ) ( 1 . e. 
the heavy hole HH) have a different Zeeman splitt ing, and the lines associa­
ted with these transitions become resolved in two energetically different 
σ* and a '-conponents. The sane effect occurs for the Sz = +1/2 • J z » -1/2 
io*) and Sz =· - 1 / 2 + J z = +1/2 ( o " ) transitions ( i . e. the light hole LH). 
The behavior of this splitting of the polarization conponents in a sinple lu­
minescence experiment for bulk GaAs and for two quantum-wells is shown in 
F i g . I I I . 8 . 2 . The distinctly different behavior for the two cases as discussed 
above can clearly be seen. 
Sz=-1/2 S z = +1/2 
Jz=-1/2 J z = +1/2 
(LH) ll-H) 
Fig.III.8.1: In absorption, electrons with S
z
 = 11/2 are created. In emission 
this leads to two different polarized lines, o + , a". These 
lines can only be distinquished in a magnetic field, because 
then the spin degeneracy is lifted. In bulk GaAs each 
of these lines centaines two transitions: a+- S
z
=-l/2 -•J
z
=-3/2, 
S
z
= + l/2+J
z
=-l/2 and o"- S
z
=+l/2 ^ J
z
=3/2, S
z
=-l/2 • J
z
= + l/2. In 
a quantum well the valence band of the bulk GaAs is split into a 
heavy and a light hole hand, due to the confining potential. 
In a magnetic field for each of these bands different 0+ and 
σ " -transitions occur. 
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Another difference In the field dependence of the exclton ground state bet­
ween bulk GaAs and quantum-wel1 systems Is the fact that the shift to higher 
energies with Increasing magnetic f ield Is considerably less for the quantura-
well system than for the bulk material. One observes experimentally a steady 
decreasing magnetic f ield dependence for decreasing well thicknesses. This 
effect can be seen clearly In Fig.I I I .8.3 where we have plotted the energy 
shift of the average energy of the о + - and the σ ~- transitions as a function 
of the magnetic f ield for bulk GaAs and for quantum-wells with different well 
thicknesses for the heavy hole exclton ground state. 
If one considers the exclton as a hydrogenic atom with the hole playing the 
role of the proton, he must realize that these experimental curves represent 
the shift In energy of the hydrogenic ground state with respect to this 
ground state at zero magnetic field. The effect of the magnetic f ield on the 
ground state energy depends on the relative stength of the Coulomb force In 
this hydrogen atom as conpared with the Lorentz force. The relative strengths 
of these two forces can be characterized by a parameter γ = (1/ΖΤιω c)/ R y. I f 
γ » 1, the energy of the ground state Is completely determined by the Lorentz 
force, 1. e. for the hydrogenic model one can say that the electron experiences 
the force of the magnetic field only, as I f I t were a free particle with the 
appropriate reduced mass; therefore Its field dependence would be of the form 
1/Zhwc. On the other hand. I f γ << 1, the electron does not feel the effect 
of the magnetic f ield at al l and Is dominated by the Coulomb energy. As Is 
clear from F i g . I I I . 8 . 3 , the present situation is an Intermediate one, show­
ing a very weak field dependence at low fields, approaching tiuic/2 at high 
fields. 
However, the important experimental observation is the weaker magnetic f ield 
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dependence for the thinner layers. In this context, the quantum wells are 
different compared with the bulk material In two respects: a) they have dif­
ferent bandstructure parameters, and b) the exclton becomes Increasingly two 
dimensional for decreasing layer thicknesses, since the exclton Oohr radius 
In GaAs ('iMnm) Is larger than the well width. This latter aspect will not 
only be important for a change in the exclton binding energy, but also for 
the f i e l d dependence of the ground state. To analyse this situation, we com­
pare the field dependence of a three dimensional and of a two dimensional 
hydrogenic exclton. No exact solution exists for the 3-D case of the f ield 
dependence of the exclton ground state, but for γ >> 1 one can make an est i­
mate by using the adiabatlc approximation. After seperation of the center of 
mass coordinates from the relative coordinates the llaniltonlan of a hydro­
genic exclton In a magnetic field В parallel to the z-axis is given, as in 
section 1ІІ.Э, by 
7 ? ? ? 
[ 1 . Î + ! _ („2 • > Ζ ) ] φ ( | . ) = Еф(г) ( Ι Π . β . Ι ) 
Ζ μ t г 8)1 
In the adiabatlc approximation, valid at high fields, the wavefunction <Hr) 
Is assumed to be a product of the type 
ф{г) - e 1»* f(t,z)g(z) (III.8.2) 
where Φ , φ and ζ are the cylindrical coordinates of the problem. Assuming 
a a' 
that f( ψ , ζ) depends only weakly on z, so that-jj- f( Φ , ζ) ~Ά f( Φ , ζ) ~ 0, 
one obtains for m = 0 two seperate differential equations: 
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Э2 ι Э 2 Y * 
t , - - - - .-j— * — ф ] Г ( Ф , г) = H ( z ) f { + , ζ ) ( I I I . 8 . 3) 
Эф 2 фэф /Φ ζ +ζΖ 4 
d2 
[ — + H(z)]g(z) - Eg(z) ( I I I . 8- 4) 
dzz 
Solving equation 111.8.3 leads to eigenvalues U(z) as a function of ζ which 
constitute the potential In equation I I I . 8 . 4 . This procedure Implies that 
the problem must be solved for the notion perpendicular to В In a potential 
Including the Coulomb potential and the vector potential which depends para-
metrical ly on z. The z-dependent eigenvalues constitute then the potential 
for the inotlon In the z-dlrectlon. Physically, i t Is clear that this procedu­
re is valid only I f γ » 1. the results of such a calculation are shown in 
Fig.111.8.4. 
In two dimensions, there Is no z-dependence in equation I I I . 8 . 3 which reduces 
to a one dimensional differential equation. This equation can be solved eact-
ly. The results of such an exact calculation for the 2-D case are shown In 
Fig.HI.8.4 as well. 
These theoretical results are In qualitative agreement with the experimental 
findings, 1. e. they show a much weaker f ield dependence for the 2-D case 
than for the 3-D case. Note, however, that γ is In both cases defined with 
the 3-D Hydberg energy Ry. In the 2-D case, the two dimensional Rydberg ener­
gy Is 4 χ Ry(3D)· Therefore, In Fig.II I.8-4 we also show the same calculated 
f ield dependence of the 2-D case, but now changing the normalization to γ ' = 
ftü>c/8Ry and using as energy scale Λ E/4Ry. As can be seen, there Is only a 
very small difference between the 2-D dimensional and the 3-0 case dimensional 
6^ 
dependent normalization Is used. This result 1ιφ11β$ that the weaker f ield 
dependence can exclusively be explained by an Increase in the field-Indepen­
dent binding energy. 
I t Is d i f f i c u l t to calculate the case of excitons which are not really two-
dimensional due to the f in i te width of the well. However, as we have shown 
that the two extreme cases 2-D and 3-0 are almost the same, provided we de­
fine γ as 
t|( i> c 
γ ( I I I . 8 . 5 ) 
where EQ I S the appropriate binding energy, we can apply the same procedure 
to calculate Intermediate cases where EQ is neither Ry nor 4 χ Ry. 
To analyse our experimental results, we proceed in the following way. Talcing 
the experimental three dimensional results, we recalculate the field depen­
dence for different binding energies. These results are shown in Fig.111.8.5. 
In this figure. Eg = 4.7meV corresponds to the real three dimensional GaAs-
case, the other lines are recalculated in the way described above. A coiiça-
rison of these curves with the results in F ig . I I I . 8 .3 shows that the field 
dependence of e. g. the 4nn quantum-well sarpie can be described very well by 
the rescaled f ield dependence of Fig. I I I . 8 . 5 using Eg - ЗОліе . Experimen­
tally however, the zero f ield binding energy was determined to be 17meV. This 
discrepancy can only be explained by the fact that, coupared with bulk GaAs, 
in the quantum-wells not only the binding energy has increased but also that 
hüic Is smaller. This latter fact Implies that the reduced effective mass in a 
quantum-well is much heavier than In bulk GaAs. This same conclusion has a l -
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ready been reached from two other experimental facts, I . e. the enlianred In-
crease of the binding energy (section I I I . 4 , 111.5, I I I . 6 ) and the reduced 
masses deduced from the slopes of the Landau level transitions (section 
111.5). These results can therefore be explained In a consistant nwnnor. 
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Fig. I I I . Θ . 2 : Splitting behavior of the polarization component-, of the 
luminescence Unes as a function of the magnetic f ield for 
both bulk GaAs and two different quantum well system^- For 
the different quantum-well thicknesses the d i f f o r m i energy 
shifts of the heavy hole exclton ground state can he seen. 
Mote that for each quantum well thickness Lz „ * and и " 
polarized transitions occur. This Is due to the l i f t i n g of 
the twofold degeneracy of the heavy hole level due to the 
confinement In the quantiim-wrll. 
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F i g . l i l . 8 . 3 : The energy shift of the heavy hole exclton ground state as 
a function of the magnetic f ield for bulk GaAs and for 
quantum-well s with different well thicknesses Lz. The energy 
shift for the quantum-wells is an average value of the 
о
 +
 and υ - polarized transitions shown in Fig. I I I . Θ. 2. 
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Flg.111.8.4: Theoretical calculations of the energy shift of the exclton 
ground state, nonnaHzed to the Rydberg energy, as a func­
tion of the normalized magnetic f ield . For hulk GaAs, the 
results are obtained by an adlabatlc approximation, whereas 
the two-dimensional case can be solved exactly. Dashed 
Une: The energy shift of the exclton ground state of the 
two dimensional case is scaled with four times the Rydberg 
energy. Note that the resulting magnetic field dependence 
of the exclton ground state Is now very similar to that of 
the three dimensional case. 
5 10 15 
MAGNETIC FIELD (Τ) 
Fig.III.8.5: The experimentally measured shift of the heavy hole exclton 
ground state as a function of the magnetic Field B, using 
different binding energies E B to normalize the results. 
The binding energy In bulk GaAs is ^.Уте , leading to the 
first line. 
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CHAPJERJJ/ 
Magnetoabsorption measurements I η a superlattlce 
D L J ^ . Introduction 
In a superlattlce, consisting of layers of two different materials, the 
barriers (formed by the high-energy-gap material) are very thin conpared 
to the penetration depth of the electron-wavefunction. Therefore several 
wells (formed of the low-energy-gap naterial) can Interact. The existence 
of this effect Is proved by the observation of ralnlband: and ml ni gaps In 
Interband absorption and will be discussed in this chapter. 
The idea to superimpose an additional periodic potential on a three dimen­
sional periodic system was suggested for the f i r s t time In 1962 by Keldysh', 
who proposed to produce this periodic potential by a sound wave. Esaki and 
Tsu^ In 1970 suggested two kinds of superlattlces: one, an impurity concen­
tration modulation on an otherwise homogeneous semiconductor and two, a mul­
tilayer structure consisting of two different almost perfectly lattice matched 
materials with different energy gaps. In the f i r s t case a series of "pn-Junc-
tions" is created by a modulation of the dopants In a homogeneous semiconduc­
tor, leading to an alternating space charge potential that modulates the con­
duction and valence bands in real space. The electronic properties of these 
structures were calculated by Döhler*. 4 about ten years ago. Only In the 
last three years detailed experimental and theoretical work on doping super-
lattices has been performed.5-12 Apart from man-made superlattlces some 
natural ones exist, occuring for example at certain Interfaces in Si-SIO,,^.1* 
systems or as transition metal dichalcogenldes.15 
The best known superlattlces however are those of milttlayered materials.. 
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Two kinds of systems can be distinguished, known as type I and type l l-super-
l a t t t c e s . The difference between these two types Is given by t h e i r band con­
f i g u r a t i o n . In the case of type I - s u p e r l a t t l c e s , as GaAs - Gai_xAlxAs shown 
I n F i g . I V . 1 . 1 a , the layers of the same material form the wells of conduction 
and valence band and the electron and hole wavefunctlons are local ized In the 
same m a t e r i a l . In type M-systems, l i k e lni_ x Ga x As - GaSbi.yAsy, the layers 
of one material confine the conduction band s t a t e s , while those of the other 
material confine the valence band states ( F i g . I V . 1 . 1 b ) . 
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Fig.IV.1.1: Schematic energy diagram of a type I-superlattlce (a) and a 
type 1I-superlattlce (b). In the case of type I-superlattlces 
the electron and hole wavefunctlons are localized In the same 
material whereas In the case of type II-superlattlces the 
electron wavefunctlons are localized in one material and the 
hole wavefunctlons In the other material. 
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Due to the periodic structure of the energy band, superlattlces show very 
Interesting effects. For exanple, as a consequence of the superlattlce perio­
dicity d, the original Brllloutn-zone of the bulk material Is divided Into 
subzones, with subzonc boundaries at values of the wavevector к - ηπ/d, 
where η Is an Integer (shown In Fig.IV.1.2). 
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Flg.IV.1.2: The formation of sub-bands due to the larger superlattlce 
periodicity d Is shown. The original Orillouln-zone Is di­
vided into subzones. The sub-bands themselves have a sub­
stantial width. These so-called "minlbands" are scperated 
by "ni ni gaps". 
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IF the thicknesses οΓ the layers of the superlattlce are small enough, 1. e. 
the barriers are narrower than the wavefunctlon-penetratlon depth, then the 
wells Interact. For an electron, this penetration depth Is given by (Ті/2іп* )1/ г> 
ft» Is Planck's constant, m* the effective electron mass and V Is the barrier 
potential height). This overlapping of wavefunctlons In the presence of thin 
barriers leads, contrary to the discrete energy levels of quantum-well 
systems, to sub-bands of a substantial width ( I . e . for a barrier width of 
l.lnn, a sub-band width of about 75meV Is obtained). To make I t possible to 
observe such sub-bands, the carriers must cross several barriers without 
scattering, which means that the material must be of excellent quality. The 
width of the sub-bands of the superlattlces show a three dimensional character 
but the sub-band width Is not as large as the width of the bands in the bulk 
material, which Is due to the larger superlattlce periodicity. This has the 
consequence that the inflection point of a band, the point where the band 
changes Its sign, occurs at lower energies. For this reason I t should be pos­
sible to realize a so-called Bloch-oscillator 16, 17 ( f i r s t mentioned by Ze-
ner In 1934). This Is a system (n which the particle moves In the potential 
whose periodicity Is d, and accelerated by a f ield F, traverses the 
Brlllouln-zone periodically with the frequency ^Bloch = edF/h (where e Is 
the electron charge, h Is Planck's constant). 
This Is only possible under the condition ντ > 1 . In this expression ι Is the 
scattering time. If the particle reaches the Inflection point of the hand, 
the effective mass changes Its sign and then the carriers are slowed down by 
the field until the mass reverses its sign again, leading to 01 och-oscΠ­
Ι allons. These Bloch-osclllatlons In superlattlces have not yet been 
observed, although transport measurements have shown that tunneling through 
barriers Is possible, and band-conduction In the superlattlce direction ( i -
dlrect1on)18-23 has been Investigated. The process of transport through bar-
7S 
riers and wells In superlattlces Is schematically shown In Fig.IV.1.3. In the 
superlattlce I t should be possible to see electron conduction In Hie same 
sub-band, for example E .^ However, In the past, efforts to see band-
conduction were unsuccesful because a voltage applied to a layered material 
caused formation of a domain D, which (shown In case b) prevented continued 
electron conduction In the same sub-band. Such domain formation Is caused by 
Inpcrfectlons at the Interfaces of the layered materials and the shape of the 
barriers Is thus not always perfect. A magnetic f ield applied parallel to the 
layers as we have done imposes a circular motion on the electron. In this way 
a current through the layers Is created and one can see band-conduction with-
out application of a voltage. 
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Flg.IV.1.3: Schematic energy diagram for a superlattlce. In case (a) the 
band-conduction Is shown. In case (b) the applied voltage 
leads to the formation of a domain, because of loperfections 
at the Interfaces. In this case the band-conduction (electron 
conduction In the same band) Is Interrupted. 
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Flg.IV.1.4: Cyclotron orbits In a superlattlce In the case of a mag­
netic field perpendicular to the plane of the layers 
(a) and a magnetic field parallel to the layers (b). 
In the latter case the electron has to cross several 
wells and barriers to confíete the cyclotron orbit. 
/7 
A magnetic Field applied parallel to the growth direction (z-dlrect(on) For­
ces the electrons to orbit In the plane oF the layers (Fig.IV.1.4) and tran­
sitions between Landau levels are observed In a way similar to that described 
For quantum-wells as explained in section IV.2. In the case oF the magnetic 
Field perpendicular to the growth direction (parallel to the plane oF the 
layers, which Is the x-y-plane) the electrons must tunnel through several 
barriers to complete their orbits (Fig.IY.1.4). 
In order to gain Insight on the motion oF electrons In a superiattlce under 
the influence oF a magnetic Field parallel to the layers, i t is useful to 
consider the simple Kronlg-Penney model.24 in this model, the electrons are 
assumed to move in a one dimensional periodic potential V(z) consisting oF 
rectangular wells, as shown (n Fig.IV.1.5. 
f v ( z ) -»v 
- ( Q + b) - b 0 α Q + b 
z - D I R E C T I O N 
Fig.IV.1.5: Periodic potential oF rectangular potential wells (Kronlg-Penney 
model. 
We assume that a magnetic Field Bx parallel to the layers, say in the 
x-direction. Is applied to the system. In this case a gauge can be chosen 
sudi that A = (0,-zB x ,0). The Schrödinger equation is then given by: 
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or, 
{ — 1-\ь • et)2 *• V(z) )ψ = Εψ (IV.1.1) 
2m* 
1 Э 
{ — {-tft2 • е В
х
г
г
г
 - 21heBxz— ) + ν(ζ)]ψ = Ε ψ (IV.1.2) 
йя* 9у 
Since neither χ nor у appear In the HamllIonian, px and py are constants of 
motion, and we can make the following Ansatz for the wavofunction: 
« ( x . y . z ) » e 1 k x * · ¿уУфІг) (IV.1.3) 
where Φ(ζ) satisfies the equation 
1 3 * 
— - ( . f t Z —
 t e
z B
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2
z
2 + 2hen
x
lcyz + b
2bK
2
 + b2k/) Φ (z)+. 
2m* Э z2 
...* ν(ζ)φ (ζ) = E ( k y H ( z ) (IV.1.4) 
If we Ignore the sfnplc free-particle motion In the x-dlrectlon, parallel 
to the f ield, and concentrate on the more Interesting motion along у and 
z, we find after defining 
u)c = e Β,,/ιιι*, z 0 = -tilcy/еВ,, (IV. 1.5) 
h*
 э
г 
( — ^ — . , * l/2ni*ù.cZ(z-z0)Z + ν(ζ))φ (г) = Ε ( ζ ο ) + ( ζ ) (IV.1.6) 
2m* 9z z 
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For VU) = constant, this equation reduces to the well known harmonic oscil-
lator-equation for Landau levels. The eigenvalues become Independent of z0 
(translational invariance in the z-dlrectlon) and have a uniform energy 
seperatlon, the cyclotron energy hi,>c. Wlien V(z) Is a periodic potential, like 
the Krontg-Penney one, however, the eigenvalues do depend on z0 , i .e. on 
the position of the oscillator center with respect to the periodic background 
(e.g. they will be different I f z0 Is In a potential well or In a barrier). 
There are several different regimes for this problem, depending on the rela-
tive magnitude of the two characteristic lengths which enter the problem: 
the magnetic length, 
1 - (h/ lc iD) 1 / 2 (IV.1.7) 
corresponding to the extent of the lowest oscillator eigenstate, and the 
period of the potential. For example. I f the potential varies slowly on the 
scale of the cyclotron orbit, the energy levels are given by: 
En(z0) =tiùi r(n t 1/2) + <V(2 o}> (IV.1.8) 
where < V(z0)> is an average of the potential In the neighborhood of z0- In 
this case the Landau levels are position dependent, but the spacing between 
them, which is always ΐι ω
 c
. Is not. 
The experiments described In the following part of this chapter concern the 
more intriguing regime In which the two lengths are comparable. In fact, the 
magnetic length for В ·«· 20T is of the order of 7nm and the superlattice 
periods are about 5nm. Results for the Kronig-Penney model In the correspon-
BO 
ding regime are shown In Flg.lV.Z.J, for a f ield of Ш . An Interesting 
aspect of these results Is that two well defined energy regions are distin­
guishable· The Landau levels, for both conduction- and valence band states are 
f l a t , I.e. do not depend on the position of the cyclotron orbit center up 
to a certain energy. Beyond that energy they become strongly position de­
pendent- Calculations for different thicknesses and fields show that the 
energy range of f l a t Landau levels (defined as having a dispersion smaller 
than a half of the average spacing) coincides with the width of the sub-band 
In the гего-fleld case. For these energies the carriers tunnel through the 
barriers and can complete their orbits, leading to weak position dependence 
of the levels. In the mini gaps carriers are strongly reflected by the 
barriers, leading to position dependent Landau levels. 
Another way to understand this result Intuitively Is to consider the results 
of the superlattlce case as obtained by putting Individual quantum-wells near 
one another. For one quantum-well, the energy of a Landau level depends qua­
dratica! ly on the distance of the orbit center z0, from the center of the 
well, as can be seen by observing that the electron needs a magnetic energy of 
^ 1/Zm*ùi cZí*c " z o ^ t 0 s t ay n e a r 0 , е w e " center zc I f the orbit center Is 
at z0- When more wells come together, the parabolas corresponding to each well 
will overlap and anticross at their meeting point, e.g. at the center of the 
barrier I f they have the same oscillator quantum number n. If there Is strong 
overlap of the wavefunctions, the antlcrosslng wil l result In complete f l a t ­
tening of the parabolas. This means that the level flattening results from 
strong hybridisation of states centered on different wells, which happens In 
the energy region where Bloch-waves propagate without attenuation In the 
zero-field case. 
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An Interesting question arises I f we consider the percentage of the Al-con­
centration in a GaAs - Gai_xAlxAs superlattlce. With an Al-content of about 
40% such a mltllayercd structure can be considered as a GaAs alloy with 
periodically Implanted Al atoms. GaAs dominates the arrangement of atoms 
and this leads to the question In what way the properties of such a regularly 
arranged alloy differ from that of a random alloy with average Al-content. 
This is indicated in Fig.ІУ.1.5. At the f i r s t sight Fig.IV.1.5 can be con­
sidered as a random alloy. In a magnetic f ield a random alloy with an average 
Al-content will show a Landau level structure, but the transitions between 
the Landau levels will not disappear as In the superlattlce case (sec section 
IV.2). This means that the difference between a superlattlce and a random 
alloy Is In the superlattlce anlsotropy with respect to the magnetic f ield. 
A random alloy will never show nlnlgaps. Our measurements do, and this proves 
the "real" superlattlce character of the sample. 
О = GaAs 0=AI 
Fig.IV.1.5: A GaAs layer with periodically implanted Л1-aturns is shown. At 
the f irst sight such a layer can be considered as an alloy with 
average Al-content, a random alloy. The question arises In what 
way a random alloy is different from a superlattlce. 
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l lowcxer, a more nileiesling ι esuli is (hai l o i 8ц t i r a r 
т а g n e í k field dependent Iraiisitmus ,ire also observed 
l l ieuiosl sinking d i l le i rn te Itelvvcen Ixi lh lonrigiualioas. 
is Ihal foi Нц Ihe I U I I M I H I I I S disnppeai al eucigks эію е 
I 74>eV and nitrcasmg Hie inagiieia field leads lo a 
disappearance of (hose l a n d a u levels which exceed Hits 
energy as shown in I ig I I n ihe perpcmlktilai eon 
figuration tiansitmns are observed ovei the enlne encigy 
range In bol h single and double ( р т н и ш well saui|>lcs 
w i l h the same well Hiitkness and barnei IhMghi, n*» 
Landau levels for W| ate obscivcd I iguie 2 shows a plot 
of Ir.insiiHin energy as a І т і с і и т of magnetk. field lor 
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both con figu ra Ι ю т In both c a w one can dhllngiiish a 
set of transitions exlrapolallitft to (he same energy at 
/tro magnetic ПсМ and one traimi um to a fi meV lower 
energy Following the Inferprctatmn of similar dala for 
quantum weth ( I I , | 2 | we attrihule the low energy 
transition to the heavy hole excMon ground state and the 
higher energy transilmns to excited excilontc stales 
which originate from the same (continuum) energy and 
which heliavc fiee carrier like Η η Important to note 
that lhe SL cxcltnn binding energy of ftineV η much 
smaller than that delennined for 40 A CïaAs well· at 
l 7 n r c V | | | | 
To explain these experimental results we have 
calcula led the energy level < trite (иге of л Kromg-
Pcnney pot en m l with a magnetic field parallel to the 
plane of the layers With Riz and JT the suprrtaillcr 
growth direction, and using the l.andati gauge, the 
Mamiltonlan of the system Is given by 
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Fig 1 Luminescence Intensity as a function of the '600 
exciting radiation energy for different values and nrtcn-
talious of the magnetic field Hie duconllnulty around 
I 72 eV is due to a сііапк of the laser dye — 
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Fig 2 Fnergy of the maxima of the excitation spectia as 
a function of the magne ι к Held fttr В per pc lid ic uhi (a) 
and parallel (b) to the layen The lines In (a) roircspond 
to Landau levels for a reduced mass of О 06Чн#
о
 and In 
(h) to the calculated Iramihons m a parallel field Птс 
dash-dot line In (b) is lite experimental HIUI tbc dallied 
line the theoretical limit for nbscrvahlc Iraitsiiions 
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Vul 56 No I INTFRÜAND ABSORPTION IN A МЛСМІЛ 1С М Ы D 
h ig Э landau levels In a Krunig Гепгку píilenlul 
(niüicaled as ili« Jjslted «.iirvc) Гім I lic сіесііонч and 
boles in a pai al le I iiupiietit held js л Гиікішп of (he 
tyclotiofi Drilli LenlL'i ài l'i Τ Observjhlc li^nsitinns jre 
imlkJtcd Π if caltulaieü ЧМЫКІІНІ al 7cru OelJ із 
betwetn I 51>2 аші Ì 70Яе Іиг ІІіе екиннн ,ιικί 
-О U Π and 0 03 I foi lî-e holes 
Since the |н>ІеііІіэІ lenii d<tes nol ürpind on ι and г, 
plane waves are used for Hie wjveluiu-titins in I lie« 
direclHHis Die usual sultsliiulmn \ ' = j r H \\к71сП has 
bren pcilotnied гм* ts the elk·*.live mass and all nlher 
paiameicrs luve (hen usual піелипр lor V{x) -
KHISUMI e(|tiiiinn ( I ) rcpicscnls ihc well known hai 
ιηυηκ oscilla Ι οι wild C(|iHdislanl Ljiulati levels h.ivnig 
Ihc sjiue energy Γοι all values ol bkYfcfì lite posilion 
of I he tyclniruM nihil center, as solulions, this re&ull is 
due to iranslaliou ііі аплкс In (his case If l'(x) Is the 
Krunig Penney роіен1і.іІ Iheie is no haiisLilional 
invariante and ihc cigenvjhies will gciier-illy depend on 
(he (.ytloiroii oihil Lenler coordinale (tcnlcred ill π well 
of in a harner) Huwcvci (he sululions will Iw реіинік 
In liky¡eli due lo the pcriodiuty ol (he prohleni In I ig 
λ we show the SOIIIIHIII of et|uaiion ( I ) In Ihc ыі 
Ciilalion we have used the barrici height laltitlatcd iroin 
I lie Al Lonienl, an alloy ihickness ol 11 2 A as delci 
mined from the growth pa и meiers and .19 2 A (iaAs 
from (he experiment all·, dclermuted suhhand edge This 
latter value is one blitceconslaiil luwci than thai deler 
mined Гпнп ihr giowlh paraiuclcrs 1 he cllecllve masses 
for the holes ( m h ~ 0 64rn0) and eletdons ( І І І С -
U078m e ) are ohi allied from Ihc reduced mass observed 
In llie β] measurement faking the GaAs ІИИІ paraholtcily 
Into account Assuming a simple parabolic dispersion 
relation tor Ihc holes is certainly a (.rude approxiinaliun. 
as the hole hand sliucturc hi quantum wells is nolnnutisly 
complicated | I 3 | However since the mam contribution 
of the spectra comes from the much Itghlcr electrons, 
this assumption does not invalidale the results ol the 
(.alculallon 
The surprising result of the cakulaMon is that the 
landau levels are Hal, ι e do noi dr pend «m the сусКь 
lion orbit tenter up to a tei lain energy Be y ι Hid that 
energy they Інuмне strongly position dependent (al 
culai ums for dilfereiit lliitkucsscs and magnet к I »elds 
I M ) luve shown that the cncigy range of Hat landau 
levels, defined as having a dispeision less (hau hall the 
average spacnig, tointules with the width of the sub 
band in Ihc /ero magiielic field tase I urlheiintiic ihr 
sepaialmn between Ihc Il.il Landau levels is somewhat 
less than the tytlolroii energy ріо иІе<І several landau 
levels lall wiihm the suhoand width Ihc eneigy levels in 
two and three dimcnsmual periodic imieulials with 
penodkity Lompar.iblc lo the cyclolion oihil radius 
have been eKlensively studied Iheoietitally and aie unlv 
partially understood | l ^ lo| hi this resiteli the them 
clical result lor a om* dimensional pciiodkiiy is remar к 
ably simple and iiilmlive, wilhoui a inagnclK field Ihc 
stibbamf width corresptmds to flic range of energies *»! 
cllrclivc cdirhM Iminelling through Hie hjiiiers l o i 
these eueigies laincis in a nugnclit. Iiehl can luniplelc 
their oibils llnough scveial hjirwis lor ι he same leason. 
as is reflcucd by the Π11 ness ol ihr I jiidau Іе еіч In the 
munga ps, cai nei s aie ι e (let ted by the banters leading to 
posilion dt'peiuleul I andati levels 
Ihcse theoietital it-sulls aie lonsisicut wiih oui 
екрсптепіаі «lala Sluip liansiimiis aie rxprticd onl\ 
between Hal landau levels With inueasing held Ihc 
higlicsl landau level moves nut ol the allowed eneigy 
tange, develops a dispeision and Iteimires unohsciv.ihle 
I iguie 2 slums the tjuauliUlive agreemenl helwccn 
llicoiy and екреішіеіН lor üt Ihc taltulaled ч|о|ЧГ ol 
the liaiisidous ¡igiees reasonably well wilh ihc еч| іі 
nients alihiMipli the experimental une is somewhai шок 
shallow Hie devialHHis at low cneigics whith aie also 
ohscivcd m peipendiLiilai holds aie dm1 to ехіііопк 
cl fett s Hie most iinpoilanl dillerrnie het ween l lu· 
theory and счрепшепі islliat the счрсіітсиіаі suhhand 
width is "- 2()тс laigci than Hie taliulaied one 
Il is lalher suipnsing thai the suhbmd width ami 
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I N i m i M N D AnSOKITION IN Л ММ.Ы1 TIC Π Ι LI) Vol S<i, No I 
(lic subhand edge f не тру can bc explained so accurately 
with a ηнміеI which в based on the elTrclivc mass 
арртдппаііоп ThK аррі!»хнплІкчі Is valid only if Ihc 
varlallnn of envelope waverunclions is slow compared In 
Ihc vamtinm on Ihc atomic Siale llcie oui sample has 
only 7 la tike planes of (.»As and 2 lattice planes of 
GaAIAs per period with only 40% of I lic Ga »hum 
replatcd by ЛІ The appllL-ihllilv »f effective mass 
theory under these comltltons Is donbtful and Ihcstnftll 
dtscrcpintles helwrrn theory and expeinnenl may well 
he due to this fati h h hnpoitant lo note thai the 
observed band-edge Ihc nhseived счіНоп binding 
energy, and the ohvivaltott of lamían leveh m a parallel 
magnetk field couhl all he exptained assuming that (IK: 
SI behaves as in alloy with an averaged lomposllmn 
The slmllailly ol Ihc handedgM of (.аЛІЛі illnys and 
very tlint SI has been IheoietKally mveslrgalcd by 
And re on I and Car | | 7 | Ihe Lonilnsinn ol (heir cal 
ι η lat ron was lhat foi up lo six lattice planes the two ate 
virtually mdisilnguishahk The essential diffeicnce be­
tween ihc alloy and Ihc SL h lhat Ihc latter pi>s.sesses 
a mimgap In the SL direct hin and therefoic must show 
an anroiropy wllh respect to Ihc imgneln ПеМ while 
Ihe foimcr behaves Isotropkally (bit result« firmly 
establish the SL chaiaclcr of the sample 
Scveial proposals for devices have been based on the 
dispersion rclalmn In Ihe SI diree'lon A necessary con 
dition for such devices η (hal Ihe scallettng lime for 
lianspml thrmigh the layers should not be too short A 
rough estimate of llm scattering lime and ils antsolropy 
can he Inferred from our dala II can be seen from Trg I 
that the width of the peaks, which we assume to be 
broadened by scattering is only slightly (10%) broader 
In the paralkl field which Indícales only a weak 
in hot ropy In Ihc scattering lime 
We have shown, from the agreement between Ihe 
observed and cakulalcd band structure In a parallel 
magnetic f kid, thai very thin layered GaAs/GaAIAs 
tlruclures behave as supcrlaHkes and show Ihe arllfklal 
band structure due lo Ihe •»upcrperlodirlly We believe 
that this work may shmuhle further ІІісогсІісаІ and 
expeilmental woik on 1ли<Ыі kvel· In a periodic 
potential, seal lering limes foi innsporl Ihiough (he 
haiikis and questions conce in Ing alloy vs SI behaviour 
for Ihln layered structures 
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SmMARY 
This thesis deals with detailed Investigations of optical properties of quan-
tum-wells and superlattlces. In the case of quantum-wells, the experiment 
allows direct observation of the quasi-two dimensional nature of the electron 
states as well as of the exciton. Furthermore the bandstructure of these com-
positional multilayer structures could be analyzed In great detail. In the 
case of superlattlces. I t has been possible to observe for the f i rst time the 
coherent effect of several layers in a magnetic f ield parallel to the layers, 
which implies that electrons and holes tunnel through several barriers. 
The investigated samples consist of GaAs layers sandwiched between Gai_xAlxAs 
layers, grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The layer thicknesses are thin com-
pared to characteristic lengths such as the de Brogue wavelength, the Bohr 
radius of an exciton, and the cyclotron radius In the system. One can distin-
guish between quantum-well heterostructures with a wavefunction-penetratlon 
depth less than the thickness of the Gai-xAlx*s layer, and superlattlces with 
barriers which are on the order of the wavefunctlon penetration depth. The 
bandgap of Ga^_xAlxAs is larger than that of GaAs, which In a layered struc-
ture leads to a rectangular potential in the conduction and valence band. 
Absorption of light of energy greater than the bandgap energy creates free 
electrons and holes which can bind together to form an exciton. The recombi-
nation of the exciton ground state leads to emission of light which can be 
observed experimentally as luminescence. Ue have experimentally studied the 
dependence of this luminescence In a magnetic f ield for different quantum-
well samples as a function of the energy of the exciting radiation. 
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The quantum-wells studied were chosen such that the well thickness (4пнк d< 
lOnre) Is smaller than the exclton Bohr radius In GaAs, which is on the order 
of Mnm. Hlth decreasing layer thickness, the sub-band edge shifts to higher 
energies due to the quantum size effect. Also the exclton becomes more and 
more two dimensional and this Increases the exclton binding energy. This bin­
ding energy can be obtained from the different magnetic f ield dependence of 
the ground and the excited excítenle states· The exclton ground state Is only 
weakly dependent and at zero field extrapolates to a lower energy than the 
higher excited states. These states show a Landau level fan and al l extrapo-
late to the same energy at zero f ield. 
The difference between the extrapolation point of the Landau levels at zero 
field and the zero f ield exclton ground state Is the binding energy for the 
well thickness In question. The experiment shows an Important enhancement of 
the binding energy from 10 to 17raeV for well thicknesses decreasing from 10 
to 4nm. These values are considerably larger than that of the bulk GaAs 
(*.7tiieV). This enhancement Is more than that expected from the simple geome-
trical thickness dependence of the binding energy only, and can be explained 
by an Increase in the reduced mass due to the non-parabollclty of the conduc-
tion band and the strong Increase of the effective hole mass due to the band 
structure effects In a quantum-well. The experimental data of the binding 
energy are consistant with the determined reduced masses obtained from the 
field dependence of the higher excited states. 
The same experiment In a superlattlce with the magnetic field В perpendicular 
to the superlattlce planes shows excítenle behavior, but with much lower bin-
ding energy (6meV). In this case, the Gai-xAlxAs barriers are so thin 
(l.lnm) that the coupling between the wells leads to a sub-band of suhstan-
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t ia l width (lOÚmeV) in the superlattlce direction. 
Contrary to quantum-well systems, one sees also Landau level transitions with 
a f ield D parallel to the superlattlce planes. However, these transitions are 
only observed in a certain range of energy which is the same for all Magnetic 
f ields. I t is important to note that the layer thicknesses of the sample are 
such that the carriers raust cross several barriers and wells to coiiplete 
their orbit. To explain these results, the energy levels of a Kronig - Penney 
model in a magnetic field parallel to the layers are calculated. Since the 
cyclotron orbit is conparable with the superlattice periodicity, the energy 
levels will In principle depend on the position of the orbit center with re-
spect to the potential. However, I t is found that in the energy region of the 
ml ηI band the Landau levels do not depend on the position of the cyclotron or­
bit center, and only i f they reach the mini gap region they become sharply po­
sition dependent. This latter fact explains the disappearance of the tran­
sitions at the ralntgap energy. This observation of minlgaps in CaAs -
Ga].xAlxAs layers unambiguously establishes the superlattlce character of the 
sample. 
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ZUSAMOFASSUNG 
In dieser Arbelt wurden die optischen Eigenschaften von Quantum-well Heter-
strukturen und Uberglttern untersucht. Ole durchgeführten Experimente сгЛбд-
llchten die zweidimensionale Matur der Elektronen und der Exzltonen (Elek­
tron-Loch Paare) In den Quantum-wel1 s zu beobachten und die Bindungsenergie 
der Exzltonen zu bestimmen. Im Falle der Ubergltter war es möglich zum ersten 
Hai den Kohärenzeffekt mehrerer aufeinanderfolgender Schichten zu beobachten. 
Oles gelang, da In einem parallel zur Schicht (x-y Ebene) angelegten Hagnet-
feld quantlslerte Energiezustände entstehen, was voraussetzt, dass Elektronen 
und Löcher mehrere Schichten durchwandern können. 
Die untersuchten Proben bestanden aus einer Folge von GaAs und Gai.xAlxAs 
Schichten, die mit Holekularstrahlepltaxle hergestellt worden sind. Wir 
unterscheiden zwischen Quantum-well Heterostrukturen und Uberglttern. Da GaAs 
und Gai.χAl„As unterschiedlichen Bandabstand haben, entsteht eine Folge von 
rechteckigen Potential topfen Im Leltungs- und Valenzband. In den Quantum­
well Heterostrukturen 1st die Schichtdicke der Barrieren so gross, dass 
Elektronen diese Gai_xAlxAs Barriere nicht durchdringen können. Im Ubergltter 
Jedoch sind diese Schichten dünn im Vergleich mit der Eindringtiefe der 
Elektronen - Wellenfunktlon, so dass die Elektronen durch die Barrieren 
tunneln können. 
Absorption von Licht mit einer Energie grösser als die Bandlücke führt zur 
Bildung von freien Elektronen und Löchern, die sich zu Exzltonen zusammen-
fügen. Solch ein Exzlton kann In erster Näherung als wasserstoffähnllches 
Gebilde betrachtet werden, wobei das Loch die Rolle des Kerns übernlimt. 
Die Rekombination des Elektron-Loch Paares führt zu der experimentell beob-
achteten Lumineszenz. Die höheren angeregten Zustände, welche sich grund-
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satzlich wie Freie Elektronen und Löcher verhalten werden in der Anregungs-
spektroskopie immer als Intens!tätsanderung der Rekombination des Grund-
zustandes gemessen. 
Die untersuchten Quantura-well Heterostrukturen wurden so ausgewählt, dass 
die GaAs - Schichtdicke (4nm ^ d < lOnm) kleiner Ist , als der Exzl ton-Bohr-
Radius Im GaAs, welcher ungefähr Hnm beträgt. Hit abnehmender Schichtdicke 
verschiebt sich das diskrete Energieniveau im Quantum-well zu höheren Ener-
gien. Das 1st eine Folge des "Quantum Size Effektes." Die in GaAs-wcll einge-
schlossenen Ladungsträger können sich nicht mehr frei bewegen. Mit abnehmen-
der Schichtdicke wächst diese Einschränkung der Bewegung der Ladungsträger 
und führt zu einem zwel-dlmensionalen Verhalten der Elektronen und Löcher. 
Gleichzeitig wird auch das Exztton mehr und mehr zwei-dimensional, wodurch 
seine Bindungsenergie grösser wird. Um diese Blndungsenergle messen zu können, 
muss man sowohl die Energie des Exzitonengrundzustandes als auch die Energie 
der Bandkante kennen. Diese Information erhält man aus den Messungen der An-
regungsspektroskopir, wobei die Probe sich In einem Magnetfeld befindet. 
Im Magnetfeld spalten die diskreten Energieniveaus in Landau-Niveaus auf. 
Die Interbanddbergänge zwischen den entsprechenden Landau-Niveaus können 
beobachtet werden. Eine Extrapolation der Messpunkte zum Magnetfeldwert 
"null" ergibt die Energie der Bandkante. Die Energie des Exzitonengrund-
zustandes ist etwas geringer. Die Energiedifferenz zwischen den beiden Extra-
polationspunkten Ist die Bindungsenergie des Exzltons für die entsprechende 
GaAs Schichtdicke. Die Experimente zeigen eine bedeutende Zunahme der Bin-
dungsenergien von 10 nach 17meV für abnehmende Uell-Schlchtdfcken von 10 nach 
4im. Diese Werte sind grösser als Jene im GaAs (Bindungsenergie des Exzltons 
4.7ικν). Diese Zunahme der Bindungsenergie in den Quantum-well Heterostruk­
turen ist starker als erwartet wird, wenn man nur die Abhängigkeit der Bln-
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dungscnergie von der Schlchdlcke betrachtet. Dies kann aber durch eine Zu-
nahme der reduzierten Masse erklärt werden. Verursacht wird diese Zunahme 
durch die Nichtparabolizltät des Leitungsbandes und durch die schwere effek-
tive Löchermasse. Letzteres 1st eine Folge der komplexen Natur des Valenz-
bandes. Ole expcrlnentell ermittelten Daten für die Blndungscnerglc sind 
konsistent mit den Berechnungen von Altare!H und Fásol Ino. 
Das gleiche Experiment durchgeführt mit einem Ubergltter zeigt, dass dieses 
ebenfalls ein exzltonlsches Verhalten der Ladungsträger besitzt, aber die Ex-
zltonenblndungesenergle 1st geringer (бяіе ) als In den Quantum-well Systemen. 
Im Ubergltter sind die Gai_xAlxAs Schichten sehr dünn (l. lmn), so dass die ge-
genseitige Beeinflussung der GaAs-wells zur Entstehung eines endlich breiten 
Sub-Bandes führt. Im Gegensatz zu den Quantum-well Heterostrukturen sieht man 
auch Landau-Übergänge, wenn sich die Probe In einem Magnetfeld parallel zu 
den Ubergltterschlchten befindet. Solche Übergänge wurden nur In einem be-
stimmten Energiebereich beobachtet, der für alle Magnetfeldwerte gleich 1st. 
Bedeutend 1st, dass die Ubergltterschlchten so dünn sind, dass die Ladungs-
träger mehrere GaAs und Gai_xAlxAs Schichten durchqueren müssen um ihre Bahn 
zu vervollständigen. Wenn die Zyklotronbahn vergleichbar wird mit der Uber-
gltterpertode werden die Energiezustände normalerweise abhängig vom Ort 
des Bahnmittelpunktes. Im Ubergltter zeigt es sich, dass Im Energiebereich 
des Sub-Bandes die Landau-Zustände nicht von der Position des Zyklotronbahn-
mittelpunktes abhängen, während sie In der Energielücke zwischen den Sub-
Bändern stark ortsabhängig werden. Die letztere Tatsache erklärt das Ver-
schwinden der Übergänge beim Erreichen der "Mlnlgap'-Energle. Solch eine 
Beobachtung von Mini gaps In GaAGaj.xAlxAs Schichten bestätigt den Uhergltter-
charakter der Probe. 
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SAHtNVATTING 
Oit proefschrift behandelt een gedetailleerd onderzoek naar de optische 
eigenschappen van kwaiituinputten en supurroosters. In het alhier beschreven 
experiment kan men in kwantumputten direct het twee-diinensionale karakter 
van de elektron toestanden en van het exciton waarnemen. Ook kan de bandstruk-
tuur van deze meurlagen composities tot in detail geanalyseerd worden. Het is 
gelukt voor de eerste keer het coherentie effekt van enkele lagen te zien In 
superroosters door waarneming van kwantumniveau's In een magnetisch veld pa-
ral lel aan deze lagen. Dit toont aan dat gaten en elektronen door meerdere bar-
rieres tunnelen. 
De onderzochte samples zijn opgebouwd uit lagen bestaande uit afwisselend 
GaAs en Gai-jAl^As. gegroeid met behulp van molekulaire bundel epitaxie. De 
laagdikte is klein vergeleken net karakteristieke lengtes zoals de de Broglie 
golflengte, de Dohr radius van het exciton. en de cyclotron radius. Men kan 
onderscheid inakcn tussen twee verschillende strukturen; ten eerste de kwantum-
put in het geval dat de dikte van de GaAIAs barriere groter is dan de golffunc-
tie-indringdiepte, en ten tweede het superrooster in het geval dat deze 
barriere van de zelfde grootte orde Is als de indringdiepte. In GaAIAs is 
de bandgap groter dan in GaAs, hetgeen in een gelaagde struktuur leidt tot 
een rechthoekige potentiaal zowel in de geleidingsband als in de valentieband. 
De absorptie van een foton met een energie groter dan de bandgap maakt elek-
tronen en gaten vr i j die samen kunnen binden en zo een exciton vormen. De re-
combinatie van de exciton grondtoestand gaat gepaard met emissie van licht 
dat experimenteel waargenomen kan worden als luminiscentie straling. In dit 
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experiment is voor verschillende kwantumputten deze lumlnlscentle bestudeerd 
In een magnetisch veld als een funk tie van de energie van de exclton-strallng. 
De onderzochte kwantumputten zijn zo gekozen dat de put-breedte d ( 5nm d 
15пя) kleiner Is dan de exclton Bohrradius In GaAs( 14nm). BIJ afnemende 
laagdlkte schuift de sub-band grens naar hogere energlcn vanwege het kwantum-
slze effekt. Het exclton wordt steeds meer twee-dimensionaal hetgeen de 
bindingsenergie verhoogt. Deze bindingsenergie kan bepaald worden uit het 
verschil In magnetisch veld afkankelIjkheid tussen de grondtoestand en de 
geëxelteerde exclton toestanden. De exclton grondtoestand Is slechts zwak 
afhankelijk van het magnetisch veld en extrapoleert b i j veld nul naar een la-
gere energie dan de hoog-geëxelteerde toestanden. Deze toestanden vertonen een 
Landau niveau "waaier" en extrapoleren alle naar dezelfde energie bi j veld 
nul. 
De exclton bindingsenergie voor de putbreedte in kwestie wordt nu gegeven door 
het verschil In extrapolatie-punt tussen de Landau niveaus en de exclton 
grondtoestand bi j veld nul. Het experiment laat een belangrijke verhoging van 
deze energie zien (van 10 tot 17 meV) voor een afnemende putbreedte van 14 tot 
5 mu. Ueze waarden zijn belangrijk groter dan die In bulk GaAs (4.7 meV). Deze 
verhoging Is groter dan verwacht op grond van de simpele geometrische dikte 
afhankelijkheid van de blndlngsenergle, en kan verklaard worden door een 
vergroting van de gereduceerde massa, veroorzaakt door het nlet-paraboüsch 
zijn van de geleldlngsband, gecombineerd met bandstructuur effekten In de 
kwantunçut. De experimentele gegevens van de blndlngsenergle zijn In 
overeenstemming met de waarde van de gereduceerde exclton massa zoals bepaald 
uit de veldafhankelijkheid van de hoger geëxclteerde toestanden. 
Het experiment laat ook In een superrooster exclton-gedrag zien wanneer het 
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magnetisch veld loodrecht op de lagen staat, z i j het met een veel lagere 
bindingsenergie (6 meV). In dit geval zi jn de GaAlAs barrieres zo dun ( l . lna ) , 
dat de koppeling tussen de putten leidt tot de vorming van een subband met 
een breedte van ca. 100 meV In de richting van het superrooster. 
In tegenstelling tot b i j de kwantumputten ziet men bi j superroosters ook 
Landau niveau overgangen bi j een magnetisch veld parallel aan de lagen. 
Deze overgangen zijn echter alleen waargenomen in een bepaald energleberelk 
dat voor al le magnetische velden hetzelfde Is . Het Is belangrijk op te merken 
dat de laagdlkten In het sample zo klein zijn dat de ladingsdragers gedurende 
een omloop In hun baan meerdere barrieres en putten moeten doorlopen. Om deze 
resultaten te verklaren zíjn de energlenlveau's In een Kronlg-Penney model met 
het magneetveld parallel aan de lagen uitgerekend. Omdat de cyclotron baan van 
dezelfde grootte orde Is als de superrooster periode, zullen de energlenlveau's 
In principe afhangen van de positie van het centrum van de baan ten opzichte 
van de potentiaal. Het is echter gebleken dat In het energiegebied van de 
mini-band deze afhankelijheid niet opgaat. Alleen wanneer de Landau ni veau's 
de mini-gap bereiken worden ze sterk positie afhankelijk. Dit verklaart het 
verdwijnen van de overgangen in de nini-gap. De waarneming van deze mini-gaps 
in GaAs/GaAlAs lagen toont eenduidig het supperrooster karakter van het 
sample aan. 
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Stellingpn 
I 
In his description of a metamagnetic de Haas van Alphen effect, Gunn 
does not consider a finite lifetime of the electronic states. For the 
observation of the effect this may well prove to be a more stringent 
limitation than temperature. 
(Ref.: J.n.F. Gunn, J. Phys. F, Met. Phys. 14 (1985) 189) 
II 
In a tokomak plasma, one should have highly charged positive ions in 
doubly excited states. 
(priv. comminication, to be published) 
III 
The effect of sub-band-Landau level coupling in the two dimensional 
electron gas should also be observable in an experiment with fixed 
incident frequency and swept magnetic field. 
(Ref.: Ζ. Schlesinger, J.C.M. Hwang, S.J.Allen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 50 
Z098, (1983)) 
IV 
The observation of a not-enhanced g-factor in electron spin resonance 
on the two dimensional electron gas is not understood. 
(Ref.: D. Stein, K.v. KHtzing, G. Weimann, Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 130 
(1983)) 
V 
High power lasers are actually realized with CO^-lasers. The develop­
ment of a new type of high power lasers, as iodine lasers, will have 
important advantages. The wavelength of such a laser will fit better 
to industrial applications. 
VI 
In Bi the far infrared dielectric function shows deviations from the 
Drude model for high frequencies. These deviations can be explained 
by a two-phonon absorption process of the optical phonons. 
(to be published) 
VII 
In the case of equal Lorentz-forces a thick isotropie magnet coil 
can be less charged than a coil of equal dimensions, but which is 
split up into many concentric, mechanically isolated coils. 
(Ref.: II.J. Schneider-Muntau, IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, Vol. 
MAG-17, NO. 5, (1981)) 
VIII 
Murphy's law ("If anything can go wrong it will") is only a state­
ment of the second law of thermodynamics. 
IX 
The rate of devorces will significantly decrease if пюге husbands 
would help their wives doing the houshold work. 
X 
It is easier for men to make a career in physics than for women. 
Men must not care for anything than their research work whereas 
women have to take care of their children and have to do all the 
household work. This might be a reason why so few women have a 
physicist's career. 


